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AVALON RARE METALS INC.

FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS

This Sustainability Report contains “forward-
looking statements” within the meaning of 
the United States Private Securities Litigation 
Reform Act of 1995 and applicable Canadian 
securities legislation. Generally, these 
forward-looking statements can be identified 
by the use of forward-looking terminology such 
as “plans”, “expects”, “budget”, “scheduled”, 
“estimates”, “forecasts”, “intends”, 
“anticipates” or “believes”, or variations or 
negatives of such words and phrases or state 
that certain actions, events or results “may”, 
“could”, “would”, “might” or “will be” or “will 
not be” taken, reached or result, “will occur” 
or “be achieved” or negatives of such words 
or phrases.  There can be no assurance that 
such forward-looking statements will prove 
to be accurate, as actual results and future 
events could differ materially from those 
anticipated in such statements.  Forward-
looking statements are subject to known 
and unknown risks, uncertainties and other 
factors that may cause the actual results, 

level of activity, performance or achievements 
of Avalon to be materially different from those 
expressed or implied by such forward-looking 
statements.  Forward-looking statements are 
based on assumptions management believes 
to be reasonable at the time such statements 
are made.  Although Avalon has attempted 
to identify important factors that could cause 
actual results to differ materially from those 
contained in forward-looking statements, there 
may be other factors that cause results not 
to be as anticipated, estimated or intended.  
Factors that may cause actual results to differ 
materially from expected results described in 
forward-looking statements include, but are 
not limited to: differences in ore mineralogy 
from current samples, differences in results 
of mechanical or chemical processes, 
changes to existing regulatory standards 
or interpretation or application thereof or 
introduction of new regulatory standards, 
evolving weather patterns and unique severe 
weather events, variations in sensitivities 

of impacted organisms compared to test 
subjects, outcomes of negotiations and other 
relationship building activities with Aboriginal 
organizations, governments and other groups, 
and the safety practices of service providers 
and other third parties, as well as those risk 
factors set out in the Company’s current 
Annual Information Form, Management’s 
Discussion and Analysis and other disclosure 
documents available under the Company’s 
profile at sedar.com.  Such forward-
looking statements have been provided 
for the purpose of assisting investors in 
understanding the Company’s plans, and they 
may not be appropriate for other purposes.  
Accordingly, readers should not place undue 
reliance on forward-looking statements.  
Avalon does not undertake to update any 
forward-looking statements that are contained 
herein, except in accordance with applicable 
securities laws.
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PRESIDENT’S 
MESSAGE

2013 SUSTAINABILITY REPORT

I am proud to present Avalon’s second 
Sustainability Report. With each year 
in our journey towards sustainable 
production and cash flow, we strive for high 
performance with regard to community, 
environment, and health and safety 
because we believe this is fundamental to 
our long term business success. 

In January 2011, we presented our 
Sustainability Roadmap. In April 2012, 
we released our inaugural GRI-compliant 
Sustainability Report for the 2011 
calendar year. In June 2013, the journey 
continued when we posted a Sustainability 
Report Summary on our calendar year 
2012 performance, illustrating how 
sustainability is rooted in our corporate 
mission, values, and strategies. 

Our 2013 Sustainability Report entitled 
Align. Optimize. Innovate. reaches beyond 
calendar year 2012, by incorporating our 
performance to August 2013: our fiscal 
year end. The shift in reporting date aligns 
our financial and sustainability reporting 
schedules. This parallel reporting, which 
we anticipate will evolve over time into an 
integrated annual report, illustrates the 
Company’s continued growth and delivery 
on the Vision and Mission articulated in 
our 2013-2020 Corporate Strategy entitled 
Partnerships, Performance, and Prosperity. 
The governance, environment, social, 
and economic activities described in this 
Report are intertwined with Avalon’s vision, 
mission, and values. 

In 2013, Avalon reached several major 
milestones on the Nechalacho Project, 
located in the Northwest Territories, most 
notably the completion of a comprehensive 
Feasibility Study that included advanced 
studies for safely managing water usage, 
tailings disposal, and radioactivity in the ore. 

The Report of Environmental Assessment 
was finally released in July 2013 by the 
Mackenzie Valley Environmental Impact 
Review Board after over three years of 
community consultation and public hearings. 
The Report recommended approval by the 
responsible Ministers was subsequently 
received in November 2013.

During 2012-2013, Avalon continued 
our extensive engagement with local 
Aboriginal communities towards completing 
Accommodation or “IBA-type” agreements 
and signed a formal Accommodation 
Agreement with the Deninu K’ue First 
Nation. Negotiations are progressing steadily 
with the Lutsel K’e Dene First Nation, 
Yellowknives Dene First Nation, Northwest 
Territory Métis Nation and North Slave Métis 
Alliance. We remain committed to also 
accommodating the interests of the Tlicho 
Government and K’atl’odeeche First Nation. 

Though the Company achieved many 
important milestones, we did not achieve 
all of our targets, as detailed in this Report. 
When setting ambitious sustainability goals, 
it is understandable that not all challenging 
targets can be met as quickly as hoped. 
Most disappointingly, we incurred five 
recordable injuries at the Nechalacho site, 
of which three were lost time injuries. We 
remain committed to a target of zero harm 
and will continue to work to implement 
systems to achieve this. 

Avalon will continue its strong commitment 
to social responsibility, essential for 
managing the challenges and opportunities 
of a rapidly changing global environment. 
We remain aware that as we grow, 
stakeholder expectations for the sustainable 
management of material issues will evolve 
and become more complex. Further, 
customers are increasingly demanding that 

their suppliers achieve a high sustainability 
performance to qualify for business 
relationships. In mid-2012, we retained 
Sustainalytics Inc. to conduct a second 
independent review of Avalon’s activities 
in the NWT. Sustainalytics interviewed 
key stakeholders and Aboriginal partners, 
benchmarked our practices against others 
and recommended best practices to help us 
move forward. The highlights of their findings 
are summarized on page 17 of this Report. 

We continue to take steps to ensure we have 
the team needed to deliver on our goals. We 
have broadened our outreach to Canadian 
universities and academic institutes to 
engage and attract science, engineering, and 
business students. These students will play 
important roles in helping Canadian industry 
as a whole in building and managing needed 
downstream rare metal supply chains in the 
future. We are providing leadership to the 
entire industry to maximize the opportunity 
that the rare earths present for Canada.

I would like to thank everyone connected 
to Avalon: the individuals and teams that 
help us live up to our commitments. Our 
Board and advisors who have counselled 
and encouraged us along the way. Those 
who prepared this Sustainability Report 
have helped keep us true to our values and 
transparent. Finally, the enthusiastic support 
and energy of our staff, contractors and 
supporters who have clearly bought into our 
vision, have helped us steadily improve our 
performance, and keep the journey on track 
to reach its final destination.

Donald S. Bubar
President and Chief Executive Officer
November 29, 2013
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AVALON RARE METALS INC.

health & safety

Results

Collaboration Innovation

IntegrityRespect Accountability

VISION
Avalon will be the leading outside-of-China 
supplier of heavy rare earths and other rare 
metal and mineral products to the global 
market.   

VALUES
Our Values represent who we are and what we stand 
for. Our Values guide the way we work, how we treat 
one another and our stakeholders, and how we go 
about delivering on our commitments. 

HEALTH AND SAFETY 
We will never cause harm to people 
in the pursuit of production and 
profits or in the conduct of our 
business. 

RESPECT 
We acknowledge and value 
each other’s contributions and 
achievements.

INTEGRITY 
We do what there is to do - openly, 
honestly, ethically - to keep our 
promises and commitments.

ACCOUNTABILITY 
We take ownership of our 
commitments, decisions and actions.

Figure 1 

Below is an illustration of Avalon’s Values. The pyramid is anchored in 
Health and Safety to show that people are our foundation and we care 
for people. Heath and Safety is an integral part in everything we do and 
in every decision that is made. Respect, Integrity, and Accountability 
are the values representing who we are to and for one another, our 
Being. Collaboration and Innovation are the values representing how 
work will get done, our Doing. This is all topped off with Results, the 
measurable outcomes of who we are and what we do. Avalon’s definition 
of each Value is as follows:

COLLABORATION
We establish and support authentic 
partnerships to create shared success 
and prosperity. 

INNOVATION
We have the courage to embrace and 
enable change in support of finding 
better ways to create value.

RESULTS
We have high standards and achieve 
reliable, high-quality results to deliver 
value.

MISSION
Avalon will create shareholder value 
and community prosperity through the 
development of scalable, multi-generational 
businesses that will deliver quality rare 
metals products to customers while 
remaining committed to the principles of 
sustainable practices, effective partnerships, 
and high performance in all aspects of its 
operations and business practices.
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2013 SUSTAINABILITY REPORT

Welcome to Avalon’s second Sustainability 
Report. We are pleased to announce that this 
year’s report covers not only the calendar year 
2012, but also the first eight months of 2013, 
to the end of Avalon’s fiscal year 2013. We have 
done this to align our sustainability reporting 
period with the financial reporting period. This 
is one of many steps that Avalon has taken to 
integrate sustainability into everything we do. It 
ensures that our business and financial planning 
are fully integrated, and that these plans are 
aligned with our health and safety, environment, 
economic, community, and outreach objectives 
and commitments. This guarantees that 
adequate resources are available to accomplish 
what we have planned.

This has been a dynamic period in the 
development of our Company. The theme for 
this year’s Report, Align. Optimize. Innovate., 
was carefully selected to represent this dynamic 
transition. The triangle on the cover is also the 
Greek letter “delta”, which stands for change. At 
Avalon, we are ever embracing change. In addition 
to aligning our reporting, we continue to align 
many of our other internal processes to ensure 
that sustainability is part of everything we do and 
included in all decisions we make. In a year of 
optimization to improve the overall performance 
of our Nechalacho Project, innovation was a key 
driver. By putting into action one of Avalon’s core 
values, innovate, our willingness and ability to 
seek solutions to improve value for shareholders, 
investors, the communities where we work, and 
all other stakeholders, we have been able to 
identify several key potential opportunities to 
reduce capital and operating costs, improve yields, 
and increase financial returns. Communicating 
these potential improvements and their impacts 
will become an important component of our 
sustainability activities moving forward.  

During the period, we accomplished many exciting 
things that help strengthen the organization and 
its sustainability values. We are seeing positive 
results in our efforts to improve our safety 
performance. We developed and implemented 
a risk management program to identify risks 
and opportunities and to ensure we manage 
both effectively. We signed an Accommodation 
Agreement with the Deninu K’ue First Nation 
and advanced negotiations with others. We 
developed effluent guidelines that do not yet 
exist for rare earth elements, and then designed 
and tested innovative treatment technologies 
that demonstrate that our effluent will not impact 
the environment. We implemented management 

systems to ensure that we can meet our objectives 
in the long term, and have plans to further develop 
others. We have demonstrated our leadership 
in the junior mining sector by contributing to the 
industry through presentations, courses and 
communications on risk, biodiversity, safety, and 
sustainability. And finally, we contributed to the 
rare earth elements industry through working with 
educational institutions, governments, and industry 
associations to advance research and education. 

We are pleased with our progress to date. We 
have integrated sustainability principles into 
all elements of our thinking and we have had 
this work independently assessed to verify its 
veracity and integrity. We have a core belief 
that adopting principles of sustainability is 
fundamental to our success. 

I invite you to read and evaluate this Report and 
to provide us with your feedback. And just wait 
until next year...

Warmest regards,

Mark Wiseman
Vice President, Sustainability 

MESSAGE FROM MARK WISEMAN
Vice President, Sustainability
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AVALON RARE METALS INC.

ABOUT AVALON

Avalon Rare Metals Inc. (“Avalon” or the “Company”) is a 
mineral resource development company focused on rare 
metal deposits in North America. The Company’s corporate 
headquarters is located in Toronto, Ontario. It also has an 
operations office in Delta, British Columbia and a Northern 
Relations Manager based in Yellowknife, Northwest 
Territories (“NWT”). As of August 31, 2013, the Company 
has 21 full time employees.

In FY12, Avalon strengthened its corporate vision, mission, 
and values to better reflect the growing company. Health and 
safety, social responsibility, and environmental stewardship 
continue to be cornerstones of the business. 

Avalon’s flagship development project is the Nechalacho 
Rare Earth Elements Project (“Nechalacho Project”). Its ore 
body, located at Thor Lake, NWT, is exceptional in its large 
size and enrichment in heavy rare earth elements. The 
Nechalacho Project, as currently planned, will consist of a 
mine and three processing plants:

•	Mine Site (“Nechalacho Mine”) at Thor Lake, five 
kilometres north of Great Slave Lake, consisting of an 
underground mine and paste backfill plant, Concentrator 
and Tailings Management Facility (“TMF”) and site utilities 
and infrastructure including power plant, accommodation, 
airstrip, and dock facilities;

•	Hydrometallurgical Plant (“Hydromet Plant”) consisting 
of the kiln, leaching, waste management, and ancillary 
facilities; and

•	 REE Refinery Plant (“Refinery”) consisting of a solvent 
extraction plant for separation and refining of individual 
rare earth oxides.

The Reporting Period of this Report includes the calendar year 
2012 (“CY12”: January 1, 2012 to December 31, 2012) fiscal 
year 2012 “(“FY12”: September 1, 2011 to August 31, 2012) 
and fiscal year 2013 (“FY13”: September 1, 2012 to August 
31, 2013). Unaudited non-financial data is based on CY12 
and the 2013 calendar months January 2013 to August 2013, 
whereas audited financial data is based on FY12 and FY13 
accordingly. In addition to achieving no lost time accidents 
in FY13, Avalon achieved the major operational milestones 
identified in Figure 2. 

With the Feasibility Study completed in April 2013 and Report 
of Environmental Assessment approved in November 2013, 
the Nechalacho Project is the most advanced potential large 
new source of HREE in the world outside of China. China is 
currently the source of over 80% of global rare earth supply.

Fiscal 
Year

2012

Sep 2011

Feb 2012
Jan 2012
Dec 2011
Nov 2011
Oct 2011

May 2012
Apr 2012
Mar 2012

Aug 2012
Jul 2012
Jun 2012

Sep 2012

Jan 2013
Dec 2012
Nov 2012
Oct 2012

Feb 2013

May 2013
Apr 2013
Mar 2013

Aug 2013

Jun 2013
Jul 2013

Fiscal 
Year

2013

Calendar
Year 
2012

THE “REPORTING PERIOD”

Nechalacho Project 
Feasibility Study Completed

Report of Environmental 
Assessment Recommended for 

Approval by MVEIRB

Nechalacho  Separation Plant
Prefeasibility Announced

Initial Definition Measured
Resources for Nechalacho

Increased Measured
Resources for Nechalacho

Work on Separation Rapids
and Warren Township Resumes

Operational Milestones

Accommodation Agreement
with Deninu K’ue First Nation

Figure 2: The “Reporting Period”

Avalon’s Nechalacho Camp

http://avalonraremetals.mwnewsroom.com/press-releases/avalon-announces-results-of-positive-feasibility-s-tsx-avl-201304170867454001
http://avalonraremetals.mwnewsroom.com/press-releases/avalon-receives-federal-government-approval-for-ne-tsx-avl-201311050909204001
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Figure 3: Avalon’s Property and Office Map

Avalon at the opening bell ceremony to 
celebrate its fifth anniversary listed on 
the TSX Exchange

Operations
Delta Office Separation Rapids

Lithium (Petalite)-Tantalum

Lilypad Lakes
Tantalum-Cesium

Warren 
Calcium Feldspar

Corporate

Spor Mountain
Rare Metals

East 
Tin-Indium

Miramichi
Tin

NS
NB

Nechalacho
REE-Zirconium-Niobum

 
Kemptville   Township

and Apex

Toronto Office

Avalon has five wholly owned subsidiaries: 

•	 Avalon Rare Metals Processing Inc. 
(entered into an option agreement 
in 2012 to purchase real estate in 
Louisiana, USA)

•	Nolava Minerals Inc. (holds mining 
claims in Utah and has been conducting 
exploration work on these claims)

•	 8110131 Canada Inc. (acquired 
certain NSR royalty interests in Avalon 
properties during FY12)

•	 Avalon Rare Metals Ltd. and Avalon 
Rare Metals Processing LLC (both have 
not carried on any significant operations 
since their inception)

Avalon is a publicly-traded company with 
common shares listed on the Toronto Stock 
Exchange (TSX: AVL), on the NYSE MKT 
(NYSE MKT: AVL) and on the Frankfurt Stock 
Exchange in Germany (FRA: OU5). Avalon 
celebrated its fifth anniversary of listing on 
the Toronto Stock Exchange by ringing the 
opening bell on April 4, 2013.  

Avalon also has seven other 100% owned rare 
metal and mineral projects across Canada 
and the USA, as shown in Figure 3.

•	 Three advanced stage development 
projects: 

•	 Separation Rapids, Ontario  
(lithium minerals, primarily 
petalite) 

•	Warren Township, Ontario  
(calcium feldspar) 

•	 East Kemptville, Nova Scotia  
(tin-indium) 

•	 Four early stage development projects: 

•	 Spor Mountain and Apex, Utah  
(rare metals)

•	 Lilypad Lakes, Ontario  
(tantalum-cesium) 

•	Miramichi, New Brunswick  
(tin-indium)

http://tmx.quotemedia.com/quote.php?qm_symbol=avl
http://www.nyse.com/about/listed/lcddata.html?ticker=AVL
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Avalon’s 2013 Sustainability Report, Align. Optimize. Innovate., (the 
“Report”), is Avalon’s second sustainability report. The Report’s 
theme illustrates what Avalon has proudly accomplished within the 
Reporting Period (see Data below) and where the Company currently 
stands. Avalon is aligning its reporting periods and corporate 
strategies, optimizing the Nechalacho Project design, and promoting 
new corporate values. These values include innovation: exemplifying 
willingness and ability to seek cooperative solutions that improve 
value for shareholders, investors, the communities within which 
Avalon works.

A calendar year 2012 Summary Report, Rooted in Sustainability, 
was released in June 2013. This 2012 Summary can be viewed 
at avalonraremetals.com/_resources/sustainability/Dashboard_
Brochure_web_FINAL_Optimized.pdf 

In CY12, Avalon submitted its first Sustainability Report, Journey to 
a Sustainable Future (the “2011 Report”), to Canada’s Corporate 
Reporting Awards organized by The Canadian Institute of Chartered 
Accountants. Avalon ranked eighth of twelve submissions in the mining 
sector. Avalon was the only mining company entrant not in production 
and earning revenues. The 2011 Report can be viewed online at 
avalonraremetals.com/_resources/AVL_CSR2011_singlepages.pdf. 

Data

In 2010, Avalon committed to producing a sustainability report 
covering its calendar year performance. In mid-2013, it was decided 
to align the Company’s sustainability reporting period with its fiscal 
year ended August 31. By aligning the Company’s sustainability and 
financial reporting, Avalon has standardized the time frame for strategy 
and performance reporting among all departments and help ensure 
resources for sustainability initiatives. 

In this Report, activities and performance on both corporate and 
project levels are reported for CY12, as well as FY13. Financial figures 
are based on both Avalon’s FY12 and FY13. See Figure 2 on page 6 
for an illustration of the Reporting Period. Canadian dollars and the 
metric system are used unless otherwise stated. 

ABOUT THE REPORT

FEEDBACK
Avalon welcomes and values your feedback on this Report and its 
overall sustainability initiatives related to economic, environment, and 
social. If you have any comments, questions or concerns, please do 
not hesitate to contact:

Mark Wiseman, Vice President, Sustainability or
Virginia Morgan, Director, Communications 

Phone:  +1 (416) 364-4938
Email:  sustainability@avalonraremetals.com
Mail:  Avalon Rare Metals Inc. 
 Suite 1901 - 130 Adelaide Street West
 Toronto, ON M5H 3P5 Canada

Defining Report Content

This Report assesses and describes Avalon’s material sustainability 
performance, its approach towards issues of sustainability, its 
performance and future goals. The Global Reporting Initiative (“GRI”)
defines materiality issues as “those topics that have a direct or 
indirect impact on an organization’s ability to create, preserve, or erode 
economic, environmental, and social value for itself, its stakeholders 
and society at large”. Material topics that concern Avalon include:

•	Health and safety performance

•	 The conservation and protection of biodiversity 

•	 Sustainable environmental and energy management in full 
regulatory compliance

•	 Innovative project and logistic designs for optimized economic 
benefits

•	 Trained and available workforce, contractors, and suppliers 
aligned to Avalon’s Mission, Vision, and Values

•	Mutually beneficial relationships with stakeholders and 
Aboriginal governments and organizations 

•	 Effective and timely risk management

•	 Ethical, transparent governance 

This supports project financing, strong market performance, 
acquisition of customers, and social license to operate.

SCOPE

Avalon’s flagship Nechalacho Project continues to be the main 
focus of this Report, as it is the most material to the Company. The 
Separation Rapids Project, with renewed market interest in 2013, will 
feature more heavily in this Report than in previous years. Table 2 
lists Avalon’s projects, their stages of development, and materiality 
for this Report.

Audience

This Report is intended for all of Avalon’s communities of interest, 
in particular to provide information to the financial community. 
Information on communities of interest is available on page 15. 

http://www.avalonraremetals.com/_resources/sustainability/AVL-2012SustainabilitySummary.pdf
http://www.avalonraremetals.com/_resources/AVL_CSR2011_singlepages.pdf
sustainability@avalonraremetals.com
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Table 1: Stages of Avalon’s Projects

Legend:

Completed

 In progress

Exploration 
Stage

Preliminary 
Economic 

Assessment 

Pre-
Feasibility 

Study
Feasibility 

Permits 
Related to 

Drilling

Permits 
Related to 

Construction or 
Operations

Operations - 
Construction

Material to the 
Report 

(Yes / No) 

Nechalacho    1   Yes

Separation Rapids     Yes

Warren Township   2 No

East Kemptville   3 No

Spor Mountain  4 Yes

Apex  No

Miramichi Tin  No

Lilypad Lakes  No

1  Nechalacho (includes Project sites at Thor Lake, Pine Point and Geismar): Feasibility Study completed and the results announced in April 2013

2  Warren Township: Mining license and production permit for 1/3 of the deposit has been received

3  East Kemptville: Special license obtained from Ministry of Natural Resources for exploration drilling

4  Spor Mountain: Approvals for exploration drilling in place, drilling completed in July 2012

GRI Application Level

The Report has been prepared within the framework of GRI, Version 
G3.1 and self-assessed at a Level C. Avalon is reporting on 43 GRI 
Indicators, including Mining and Metals Sector Supplement indicators. 
This has been increased from 27 in the 2011 Report. The GRI Index can 
be found on page 56.

Avalon also reports on the applicable Toward Sustainable Mining 
(“TSM”) indicators. For more information on TSM, go to mining.ca/
site/index.php/en/towards-sustainable-mining.html. The TSM Self 
Assessment can be found on page 54.

Assurance

Avalon currently does not have its sustainability reports externally 
assured. However, the Company retained Sustainalytics Inc. to conduct 
an independent sustainability assessment in calendar years 2012 and 
2010. More information can be found on page 17.

Continuing Sustainability Reporting

Avalon’s next sustainability report will be for the 2014 fiscal year 
(“FY14”: September 1, 2013 to August 31, 2014). Avalon plans to 
transition to the new GRI G4 Guidelines in 2015.

Nechalacho Project Feasibility Study 
Optimization 

In April 2013, Avalon announced results of its Feasibility Study for 
the Nechalacho Project. Since its release, the Company has been 
focusing on optimizing the Project development model. Optimization 
goals include lowering capital and operating costs, reducing 
environmental impacts, enhancing metallurgical recoveries, 
reducing risk, and improving overall operation efficiency. The 
foregoing work is essential to improving project economics in order 
to increase the investment fundamentals that are vital to attract 
funds to commence construction.

In August 2013, Avalon announced the optimization efficiencies 
of the Concentrator and hydrometallurgical process flowsheet 
the Company is evaluating. If the alternative hydrometallurgical 
flowsheet is proven viable, it would increase recoveries for the 
heavy rare earths (“HREE”) to over 90% and produce a high quality 
zirconium chemical by-product. The previous process identified in 
the Feasibility Study used sulphuric acid as a solvent and did not 
contemplate recovering this as separate saleable product. However, 
a consequence of utilizing this optimized flowsheet (which uses 
hydrochloric acid and caustic soda) is the potential need to locate 
the plant closer to supplies of these chemical reagents which are 
not readily available anywhere near the NWT.

Throughout this Report, the Company has reported on the 
Feasibility Study base-case scenario of the Hydromet Plant 
being located at Pine Point, NWT. However, where applicable, it 
identifies consequences and future work required should the 
location change.

Acronyms and Glossary

A Glossary is provided on page 58 and  
an Acronym List is provided on page 59

http://mining.ca/site/index.php/en/towards-sustainable-mining/performance-measures-a-protocols.html
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Rare earth elements (“REE” or “rare earths”) are vital to 
today’s world. REE make everyday technologies smaller and 
more efficient. Colour television, smart phones, hybrid cars, 
clean energy alternatives, and medical instrumentation are 
just some of the applications that touch everyday lives. More 
information about REE can be found on the following websites:

•	 Interactive Periodic Table on Avalon’s website:  
avalonraremetals.com/rare_earth_metal

•	 Rare Metals Matter blog hosted by Avalon: 
RareMetalsMatter.com  

•	 REE Handbook hosted by InvestorIntel:  
reehandbook.com

RECYCLING OF RARE EARTHS
Avalon began investigating the potential for recycling REE 
in FY13. Given that REE have the lowest recycle rate of all 
metals and no technologies have yet been built to commercial 
scale, designing recycling into the Nechalacho Project design 
represents a sustainable and possible financial opportunity.

There are many reasons for the low recycle rate of REE 
including: there is no efficient REE collection system; REE are 
widely dispersed in products; significant costly dismantling is 
often required (e.g. motors, hard drives, electronic boards); 
products often have a long life cycle (e.g. motors, batteries) 
which tie up REE for long time periods; and recycling 
technologies must be unique to each recycle stream. All 
these combine to make the economics of REE recycling 
difficult at this time.  

However, there are many advantages which warrant 
investigating the potential for REE recycling, 
including: recycling is less resource intensive 
than primary production; there are no 
radioactive materials in the recycled products; 
and there are potentially fewer environmental 
or social impacts than in primary 
production. With both demand and supply 
likely to grow, pricing changes may occur 
to justify REE recycling. 

Avalon recognizes that interest in 
recycling of rare earths will grow 
over time, and the Company will 
be looking at opportunities to 
participate in the development 
and implementation of future 
REE recycling technology.

RARE EARTHS AND SUSTAINABILITY 

Other Rare Metals Light Rare Earths Heavy Rare Earths

Everyday applications requiring rare earths

http://www.avalonraremetals.com/rare_earth_metal/
www.RareMetalsMatter.com
www.reehandbook.com
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Effective corporate governance protects everyone engaged in Avalon’s activities. It supports 
successful management in making ethical and responsible decisions. 

Avalon’s Corporate Governance framework can be found on its website under Corporate Profile.

As a corporation, Avalon is owned by its shareholders, overseen by its 
Board of Directors, and managed by its employees.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Avalon’s highest governing body is its Board of Directors (the “Board”). 
At the end of FY13, Avalon’s Board comprised of six directors 
(“Directors”), of which five are independent. For more information 
on the background and expertise of each Director, as well as 
Avalon’s senior management team and committee members, visit 
avalonraremetals.com/corporate. 

At the January 2013 Annual General Meeting ("AGM"), two Directors, 
David Connelly and Hari Panday, did not stand for re-election and 
the Company’s longest serving independent Director, Brian D. 
MacEachen, was elected Chairman of the Board. The vacancies 
create an opportunity to further diversify the skills and experience on 
the Board to better serve the shareholders as the Company grows. 
Management also recognizes that the current Board membership 
lacks gender diversity and, accordingly, is actively trying to identify 
accomplished women with complementary skill sets to recommend 
for nomination to the Board.

Independent Directors (as of August 31, 2013)

•	 Brian D. MacEachen – Chairman of the Board and Chairman of 
the Audit Committee

•	 Alan Ferry – Former Chairman of the Board

•	 Phil Fontaine – Chairman of the Sustainability Advisory Committee

•	 Peter McCarter – Chairman of the Compensation, Governance, 
and Nominating Committee

•	 Richard Morland – member of the Technical Advisory Committee 

Non-Independent Directors (as of August 31, 2013)

•	Donald S. Bubar – President and CEO

DIRECTOR’S CONFLICT OF INTEREST

The Board conducts periodic reviews of the Company’s Code of 
Business Conduct and Ethics, which all Directors and employees are 
subject. Additionally, Directors are bound by the rules of the Canada 
Business Corporations Act. The Act obliges Directors to disclose 
material interest in any transaction or arrangement that the Board 
is contemplating. Directors who have divulged such an interest 
are prohibited from participating in the analysis or voting on the 
disclosed transaction.

COMMITTEES OF THE BOARD

Two Board-level committees have been constituted: the Audit Committee 
and the Compensation, Governance, and Nominating Committee.

Audit Committee

The Audit Committee provides assistance to the Board in its oversight 
responsibilities to the shareholders. It is also a forum for discussion 
between the Company’s independent auditors, management and the 
Board. The members of the Audit Committee are Brian D. MacEachen 
(Chairman), Alan Ferry and Peter McCarter; all of whom are 
experienced in both financial management and reporting.

Compensation, Governance, and Nominating Committee

The Compensation, Governance, and Nominating Committee (“CGN 
Committee”) is composed of Peter McCarter (Chairman) and Alan 
Ferry, who are both experienced in management and director roles. 
The CGN Committee is responsible for making recommendations to 
the Board regarding the compensation of the executive officers of the 
Company, the Company’s Stock Option Plan and any other employee 
benefits or plans with respect to compensation. The independent 
directors of the Board review recommendations and give final approval 
on executive officer compensation.

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE 

GOVERNANCE

www.avalonraremetals.com/corporate
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SHAREHOLDER AND 
EMPLOYEE FEEDBACK TO 
THE BOARD

There were no resolutions or proposals 
presented by shareholders at either of the 
Company’s AGM held in 2012 or 2013.

PROCESS FOR 
NOMINATING DIRECTORS

The responsibility of nominating an 
individual as a Director of the Company 
falls under the CGN Committee. In making 
its recommendations, the CGN Committee 
will consider: 

•	 the competencies and skills that the 
Board considers to be necessary for 
the Board, as a whole, to possess;

•	 the competencies and skills that the 
Board considers each existing Director 
to offer;

•	 the competencies and skills each 
candidate will bring to the Board; 

•	whether the candidate can devote 
sufficient time and resources to fulfill 
her or his duties; and

•	 that Board composition must 
comply with the requirements of 
the applicable securities regulatory 
authorities. 

The CGN Committee will periodically review 
the size and composition of the Board and 
Board Committees and make appropriate 
recommendations.

Recommended candidates will be 
presented to the Board and nominated, 
and upon election, be appointed at the 
next AGM.

MANAGEMENT ADVISORY COMMITTEES

The senior management of Avalon has 
created two advisory committees: the 
Technical Advisory Committee and the 
Sustainability Advisory Committee. These 
committees exist to offer input and advice 
to management. 

In FY13, the terms of reference for each 
committee were updated to clarify reporting 
relationships, they can be found on Avalon’s 
website at avalonraremetals.com/corporate/
committees. The members of each committee 
operate entirely in an independent advisory 
capacity. However, a Board member with 
relevant background and experience serves 
on each committee to provide transparency 
with the Board. 

Sustainability Advisory Committee

The Sustainability Advisory Committee 
(“SAC”) is chaired by Board member Phil 
Fontaine, LL.D, former National Chief of the 
Assembly of First Nations. The SAC exists to 
offer aid and advice to senior management 
in relation to issues surrounding community, 
environment, health, and safety. The SAC’s 
business is managed by Mark Wiseman, 
Avalon’s Vice President, Sustainability. 
Along with Phil Fontaine, the committee is 

composed of the following experts:

•	 Jean Cinq Mars, B. Sc, MPA

•	Denis Kemp, P. Eng.

•	Glenn Nolan

Technical Advisory Committee

The Technical Advisory Committee (“TAC”) is 
chaired by Avalon’s interim Chief Operating 
Officer and Senior Vice President, Metallurgy, 
Dave Marsh, FAusIMM (CP). Management 
established the TAC to provide expertise 
as the Nechalacho deposit moves from an 
exploration property to a sustainable mining, 
milling, and marketing operation. In FY13, 
the TAC committee replaced a previous 
member with Ken Thomas. Ken has extensive 
experience in ore processing technology and 
project management. Along with Dave Marsh, 
the committee is now composed of the 
following independent experts:

•	 Ross MacFarlane, P. Eng.

•	 Richard Morland, P. Eng. (Board member)

•	 Paul Schmidt, P. Eng.

•	 Ken Thomas. P. Eng.

MANAGEMENT AND PERFORMANCE 

As the mining industry has significant 
mobility and high competition for experienced 
executives, the CGN Committee aims to 
evaluate and maintain fair and reasonable 
levels of compensation that are competitive 
to attract and retain experienced and 
talented management. 

Compensation to its executive officers, 
including the CEO, has three components: 
base salary, cash bonuses, and long term 
incentive in the form of stock options.

The long term incentive plan uses stock 
options to align employees’ performance with 
the continued growth of the Company. New 
employees are attracted to this potential 
remuneration as they foresee a lasting 
future with Avalon. Employee options, in 
general, are vested at 25% per year over 
four years starting on their first anniversary 
date. Options are granted annually to reflect 
prevailing market conditions.

The Board and affiliated Board committee 
members receive remuneration for acting 
as Directors and/or fees for attending 
meetings.  The Company’s Board has 
taken the measure of stipulating that each 
individual Director must personally hold at 
least 10,000 Avalon common shares. This 
commitment is intended to ensure that 
the Directors are directly impacted by the 
Company’s performance. 

  

MANAGEMENT

http://www.avalonraremetals.com/corporate/committees/
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Table 2: External Associations and Memberships

Association Involvement / Membership Level

Prospectors and Developers 
Association of Canada (PDAC)

•	 Health and Safety Committee Chair
•	 Aboriginal Affairs Committee member  

(past Chair)
•	 Convention Planning member
•	 Securities member
•	 Public Affairs Committee member

Mining Association of Canada (MAC) •	 Member of the Board
•	 Environmental Committee member
•	 Science Committee member

Rare Earth Technology Alliance (RETA) Chair of the Management Committee

Canadian Diamond Drilling 
Association

Member

NWT Chamber of Mines •	 Member of the Board
•	 Health and Safety Committee member

The Association for Mineral 
Exploration British Columbia (AMEBC)

Health and Safety Committee member

Arctic Energy Alliance Member of the Board

NWT Skills Canada Member of the Board

Ontario Mining Association Member

WHISTLEBLOWER PROTECTION POLICY

The Whistleblower Protection Policy (the “Whistleblower Policy”) 
establishes procedures for managing complaints received regarding 
accounting, internal accounting controls, auditing matters, or 
violations of the Company’s Code of Business Conduct and Ethics. 
All good faith reports of suspected violations will be treated fairly 
and without reprisals. Investigations will be conducted into all 
allegations of inappropriate behaviour. The Whistleblower Policy 
provides contact persons independent of management for those who 
wish to file a report.  

PROCESSES FOR EVALUATING 
GOVERNANCE PERFORMANCE

The Company has not yet set a formal self or external review process 
for sustainable governance performance and plans to examine this in 
more detail in FY14. However, Avalon has the following in place: 

•	 the TAC and SAC serve as independent forums to advise and 
comment on key project and operating plans, designs and 
strategies, with meeting reports reviewed by the Board and 
management;  

•	 the first agenda item at each Board meeting is a safety and 
sustainability review; 

•	management prepares a monthly progress report to the CEO and 
these are summarized into a progress report for the Board at 
each quarterly meeting; 

•	 Avalon holds an annual general meeting for all shareholders 
where they have the opportunity to ask questions of the Directors 
and management, and may submit motions for the consideration 
of the shareholders;

•	 the Sustainability Report serves as a public commitment and 
internal reporting tool; and

•	 sustainability systems and performance are periodically externally 
reviewed, such as the study completed by Sustainalytics in CY12. 

RISK MANAGEMENT 

The development and implementation of a formal Risk Management 
Policy and Procedure was a key advancement during CY12. Avalon will 
review and update the Risk Management Policy and Procedure every 
three years, or whenever a significant change in operations occurs.

Risk management has now been incorporated into all levels of 
the organization. Risk management training was provided to all 
supervisory and management staff as appropriate to their roles. 
Field employees participate in risk and hazard assessments at the 
beginning of the shift and whenever new tasks start that have risks 
associated with them. 

For each project, the designated project manager, supported by 
the Vice President, Sustainability, prepares, monitors, updates and 
reports against a detailed Risk Assessment matrix. These extensive 
Risk Assessments evaluate and rank each risk against environmental, 
social, and economic criteria. All high level risks are required to have 
a mitigation plan in place. The Risk Assessment for Nechalacho is 
completed and plans are in place to complete a Risk Assessment for 
Separation Rapids in FY14.

Risk Assessments are periodically reviewed by management, TAC, 
SAC, and the Board.

COMMITMENTS TO EXTERNAL INITIATIVES

Avalon has publicly subscribed to the principles and practices of 
the Prospectors and Developers Association of Canada’s (PDAC) e3 
plus and the Mining Association of Canada’s Towards Sustainable 
Mining framework. Avalon also keeps itself well informed on the 
continually evolving issues and regulations on both national and local 
jurisdictional levels. The Company, as well as members of Avalon’s 
management team, hold organizational and individual memberships in 
several associations. Active memberships as of August 31, 2013 are 
detailed in Table 2. 
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POLICY FRAMEWORK

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE POLICIES 

There were no significant changes to the Company’s corporate 
governance policies in CY12 or FY13. 

As previously mentioned, the Company has enhanced its 
communication of the Whistleblower Policy, which is now mandatory for 
review by all employees and contractors at project sites.

On an annual basis, all employees and Directors must sign a form 
to acknowledge they have read, understand, complied with and will 
comply with the Code of Business Conduct, Disclosure Policy, Insider 
Trading Policy, and the Safety and Environmental Policy, as well as read 
and understand the Whistleblower Policy. 

Details of all corporate governance policies and charters can be 
viewed on the Company’s website. 

INTERNAL POLICIES

Employee Handbook

In FY13, Avalon developed and released an Employee Handbook 
(“Handbook”) to all employees. The Handbook provides guidelines 
regarding employment with the Company. These guidelines apply 
equally to both full time and part time employees, and include 
information on conditions of employment, benefits, compensation, 
systems of corporate governance in place, procedures and 
expectations for health and safety, and rules regarding behavior and 
expectations while on Company sites. All employees are required 
to sign an acknowledgement form stating that they have read the 
Handbook and agree to abide by the policies contained within.

Safety and Environmental Policy

The Company planned to update and enhance the current Safety 
and Environmental Policy into a more comprehensive Sustainability 
Policy in FY13. There is a completed first draft of this Sustainability 
Policy on which the SAC has provided input. The Sustainability Policy 
covers health and safety, the environment, and community, and will be 
modified to reflect the needs of construction and operation phases. 

Avalon is committed to completing this policy in FY14.

INCREASING TRANSPARENCY 

In an effort to uphold a high standard in communication, disclosure 
and transparency, Avalon has made technical reports available on its 
website, a sampling of which includes:

•	Nechalacho Project (or historically “Thor Lake Project”) Land Use 
Inspection Records dating back to 2007 

•	 SENES radiation report on the Nechalacho Project

•	NI 43-101 Reports for Nechalacho Project, Thor Lake

•	Drill plan and assay details for Nechalacho Project

•	Developers Assessment Report (“DAR”), (otherwise known as an 
Environmental Impact Statement) dated May 2011 submitted to 
the Mackenzie Valley Environmental Impact Review Board

•	 Corporate Governance Policies and Mandates

•	 Technical Advisory Committee Terms of Reference

•	 Sustainability Advisory Committee Terms of Reference  

Requests for further information are managed through:  
sustainability@avalonraremetals.com, careers@avalonraremetals.com 
and ir@avalonraremetals.com. Further contact details can be found on 
Avalon’s website.
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COMMUNITIES OF INTEREST

IMAGES, clockwise from left: 

•	 Nechalacho exploration camp 
site tour

•	 Kelly Cumming, Northern 
Relations Manager, at a 
Yellowknife career fair

•	 Don Bubar, President and CEO 
and Chief Louis Balsillie from 
the DKFN shake hands during 
the Accommodation Agreement 
signing ceremony

Respect and collaboration are key values when 
engaging with communities of interest. Avalon’s 
communities of interest have been grouped into 
the following categories: 

•	 Aboriginal and local communities

•	 Aboriginal and local businesses

•	Non-governmental organizations (“NGOs”)

•	Governments (National, Provincial, Territorial, 
Municipal and Aboriginal)

•	 Investors, including potential equity 
investors and strategic partners

•	 Employees and the Board of Directors

•	 Contractors and suppliers

•	 Academia and research centres

•	 Customers (future)

Avalon recognizes that these important groups 
are key to its success and are the most impacted 
by Avalon’s performance. They can affect the 
permitting and financing processes, Company 
reputation and/or social license to operate.

Avalon understands that identifying groups 
that the Company impacts, or that impact the 
Company, is an ongoing process. The Company 
will continue to engage with them as Avalon’s 
business and projects progress and develop. 
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Communication 
Channel Example

Communication 
Channel Example

Partnerships

Formalized 
agreements 

Face-to-face 
meetings

Public meetings

Site Tours

Avalon wants to maximize benefits 
to Northern and Aboriginal business 
from the Nechalacho Project. Avalon 
identified a potential opportunity for a 
Northern business to supply lime and 
limestone to the Project. Lime is used 
for many industrial applications, but it 
is not currently produced in the NWT. In 
partnership with the Hay River Chamber 
of Commerce and the Government 
of the NWT ("GNWT"), Avalon hosted 
an Opportunities Workshop about 
limestone. This workshop allowed 
businesses from the Hay River area to 
understand the local limestone supply, 
the process of creating lime, and the 
business case for lime and limestone 
in the South Slave region. This type of 
early and ongoing information allows 
businesses to prepare for opportunities.

Avalon is in the process of negotiating a 
socio-economic agreement with the GNWT, 
to formalize the GNWT and Avalon’s 
commitments in the areas of employment, 
business opportunities, cultural 
protection, well-being of communities, 
families, individuals, and interaction 
with GNWT services. Avalon began 
negotiating this agreement in 2012, 
and subsequently an agreement was a 
recommended measure from the Report 
of Environmental Assessment. 

Face-to-face meetings with investors, 
potential strategic partners and off-takers 
are held on an ongoing basis. 

Avalon did not host any public meetings 
during this Reporting Period, but is 
planning them for FY14. During the 
Reporting Period, Avalon participated in 
four days of public hearings and gave 
technical review sessions sponsored by 
the GNWT with Aboriginal communities, 
governments, and other parties.

Occasionally Avalon hosts site tours at 
the Nechalacho Mine and Separation 
Rapids to provide communities of 
interest with greater understanding of the 
properties and projects.  

Conferences, 
conventions, and 
workshops

Social media 

Employee 
newsletters

News releases and 
industry bulletins

CEO video updates

In CY12, an Avalon representative co-chaired 
the organizing committee of the inaugural Rare 
Earths Symposium held as part of the 51st 
Annual Conference of Metallurgists (COM12) in 
Niagara Falls, Ontario. More details are provided 
in the Outreach section on page 49.

In FY13, Avalon participated in the Rare Earths 
Forum hosted by the Canadian Embassy in 
Berlin, Germany. The forum was organized by 
the Minister Counsellor of Commercial and 
Economic Affairs, along with other Senior Trade 
Commissioners and Embassy staff. It was 
built on letters of co-operation signed between 
the governments of Canada and Germany in 
August 2012. These letters speak to greater 
collaboration between Canada and Germany 
in the area of critical raw materials supply and 
technology, including REE.

During the Reporting Period, Avalon evolved its 
Facebook page to become more of a community 
engagement tool for its Nechalacho Project: 
sharing information about community events in 
and around Yellowknife, Nechalacho camp, the 
environment, REE and Project updates. This has 
been favourably received, as illustrated by an 
increase of Company “likes” on Facebook.

An employee newsletter connects staff across 
their work locations. The newsletter keeps 
employees informed, fosters a common 
corporate culture based on Avalon’s Values, and 
adds a social aspect to the workplace. 

News releases are disseminated to regulatory 
disclosure networks, distributed to the 
Company’s email subscription list, and posted 
online to the website and social media 
channels. Industry bulletins are distributed 
via the Company’s email subscription list 
and posted to the website and social media 
channels. Social media channels include 
StockTwits, Facebook, SlideShare, and Twitter.

Avalon posts CEO video updates to its website 
and social media channels.

ENGAGING COMMUNITIES OF INTEREST 
 Avalon utilizes a variety of ways and communication channels to engage with its communities of interests. The following are a few examples.

https://www.facebook.com/AvalonRareMetals
http://www.avalonraremetals.com/news_media/ceo_video_updates/
http://stocktwits.com/AvalonRareMetals
https://www.facebook.com/AvalonRareMetals
http://www.slideshare.net/AvalonRareMetals/
www.twitter.com/AvalonRareMetal
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SUSTAINALYTICS
2012 ASSESSMENT

In August 2012, Avalon retained Sustainalytics Inc., a leading 
environment, social, and governance (“ESG”) assessment 
and advisory firm, to conduct an independent sustainability 
assessment (the “2012 Review”). Sustainalytics first reviewed 
Avalon in 2010. Sustainalytics applies a research framework that 
it has developed over 20 years to assess the ESG performance 
of companies in 43 sectors. The 2012 Review looked at Avalon’s:

•	 ESG performance issues for the mining and exploration 
sector;

•	management of ESG issues;

•	 performance against its peers in the rare earth sector, peers 
operating in the NWT and broader sector best practices; and

•	 opportunities to improve ESG performance.

During August and September 2012, Sustainalytics interviewed 
representatives from Avalon’s main communities of interest. 
The interview process was structured so as not to interfere 
with the process before the Mackenzie Valley Environmental 
Impact Review Board (“MVEIRB”) that was underway during the 
same period. 

Sustainalytics determined Avalon’s profile and reputation 
as “highly favorable” at the time of the 2012 Review. 
Avalon recognizes that its reputation has decreased among 
some Aboriginal governments and organizations between 
the completion of the 2012 Review and the end of the 
Reporting Period. Avalon continues to engage with Aboriginal 
governments and organizations related to their identified 
concerns as well as in the negotiation or implementation 
of Accommodation Agreements. Interviewees generally 
pointed to Avalon’s positive efforts to establish formal 
partnership agreements with key Aboriginal governments and 
organizations. Interviewees also showed a cautious optimism 
that the Company will continue to act responsibly, as some of 
their experiences with other companies were quite negative. 
Avalon respects this cautious optimism. 

Interviewees advised the Company that it could continue 
to improve transparency on its environmental and social 
performance as it enters the construction phase, particularly 
as it relates to the management of its labour force and its 
environmental impacts. Avalon was also advised to continue to 
raise awareness and education on rare earth metals: what they 
are, how they are used and any potential health impacts. Avalon 
addressed these issues in 2013 by increasing the amount of 
visits into schools; developing materials to educate the public 
regarding Company processes and rare earths; and conducting 
site tours.

The 2012 Review highlighted a number of examples that support 
the positive feedback, including:

•	 the visibility of Avalon executives and staff in the community 
to nurture the building of positive relationships;

•	 the Company’s ability to listen, responsiveness to issues 
raised, and innovative thinking in developing labour training 
programs;

•	 the Company’s provision of equity in the Project (Avalon 
was the first mining company to offer some Aboriginal 
governments equity in the NWT);

•	 discussions with a broad spectrum of the community;

•	 demonstrated commitment to environmental initiatives, 
shown by the installation of a high-quality incinerator; and

•	 the Company was not identified as being involved in any 
controversies (as defined by Sustainalytics’ ESG protocol) in 
the last three years.

Sustainalytics rated Avalon’s performance against four similar 
North American-based mining companies close to or already in 
production. Avalon’s performance was also compared against 
the top quartile of 78 small and large cap operating mining 
companies. For overall ESG performance, Avalon’s score of 73.5 
lagged 12 points behind the 85.5 average of the top quartile. 
Avalon acknowledges that it has its work cut out for itself but 
can attain the performance score of the larger, more established 
operating companies in the top quartile.

Avalon exceeds the industry average in every category except 
in its policies and programs to help suppliers improve their 
environmental performance. Avalon will review its supplier and 
contractor management systems’ best practices for areas of 
further improvement. 

Figure 4 on page 18, provided by Sustainalytics, illustrates 
material issues within the mining sector as a whole, comparing 
issues of stakeholder concern to the impact on business the 
issues have. The text in red refers to extremely high priority 
issues. 

Table 3 on page 18 outlines important issues as identified by 
those interviewed by Sustainalytics relating specifically to Avalon, 
in descending order of importance. 
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Impact on Business

• Human Rights
• Green 
   Procurement

High

Low

Low High

• Water Protection
• Biodiversity/ 
   Wildlife 
   Protection
• Community 
   Relations
• Health and 
   Safety

• Corporate 
   Governance / 
   Business Ethics
• Labour Relations

• Site Closure/    
   Rehabilitation 
• Environmental 
   Management 
• Transparency/ 
   Disclosure 

• Air Emissions
• Waste 
   Management 
• Contractor/ 
   Supply Chain 
   Management

• Energy use and 
   Greenhouse Gas 
   Emissions 

• Diversity and 
   Discrimination

Stakeholder 
Concern

Figure 4: Material Issues in the Overall Mining Sector Table 3: Issues from Stakeholder and Aboriginal Partners 

Issue Concern

Water •	 Potential impact of spills and effluent quality
•	 Potential impacts related to barging
•	 Potential impacts due to explosives

Wildlife •	 Protection of the Bathurst Caribou
•	 Protection of fish
•	 Potential hunting impacts due to new roads*

Site Closure / Rehabilitation •	 Perception that the NWT has the lowest 
closure and reclamation standards within 
Canada and the USA

Size of Footprint •	 Perceived concerns surrounding a project with 
two sites

Community Relations •	 The future flexibility of the Company
•	 Other mining companies’ disappointing 

performance
•	 Transparency

Health and Safety •	 No specific concerns identified by 
Sustainalytics

*Avalon does not currently plan on building a road to the site. It is clear that this 
information needs to be explained more clearly, as roads are still considered an issue of 
concern by the public. 

Interviewees’ perception of the mining industry in the NWT varied 
from neutral to positive. The interviewees were chosen due to 
their relationship with the mining industry. This is not considered 
a representative sample of the NWT as a whole. Interviewees that 
viewed the mining industry as positive believe it provides economic 
opportunity and dignity, as it enables people to provide for their 
families. Interviewees that perceived the industry’s presence as 
neutral recognized that the industry provides economic opportunity 
and employment, but can disturb the environment and create social 
issues in the area. 

Interviewees regarded the economic opportunities that Avalon brings 
as significant. However, interviews identified the following concerns:

•	 Building the capacity of local businesses has a much more 
powerful long term impact than local hiring alone. Given these 
concerns, Avalon has committed to involving local business. See 
page 46 for further information.

•	Nepotism has been common at other companies. Some 
interviewees recommended Avalon promote from within to 
correct issues of nepotism, as they believed “People are 
given opportunities to get into the workforce, but not given 
opportunities to advance”.

•	 Avalon must help its Aboriginal Accommodation Agreement 
partners to build financial capacity where and when appropriate.

The issue of rare earths and radioactivity was raised as a current gap 
in Avalon’s communications. It was noted several times that there is 
a substantial lack of understanding of the low radioactivity relating to 
the Company’s product and rare earths in general. It is clear to Avalon 
that more effective communication is required in 2014 on the subject 
of radioactivity. New materials have been incorporated into Avalon’s 
communications with communities and are currently being revised to 
reflect feedback received.

For sustainability reporting, it was suggested that Avalon ask 
communities about important criteria and how to best report on 
indicators. That way, the report would be based on topics communities 
helped develop, and communities would understand it. Avalon will 
continue its efforts to work with communities to report on issues 
relevant to them. See page 16 and 22 for more details on how Avalon 
works within the communities.
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Avalon will continue to build on its Safety Management System and work 
towards its goal of Zero Harm.

Intensified community engagement is a priority at Avalon as formal 
agreements advance and to facilitate two-way communication regarding 
project optimization.

In suppor t of achieving the company objectives, Avalon 
recognizes the impor tance of investing in its diverse workforce.

PEOPLE

Employees returning to the 
Nechalacho exploration camp at 
Thor Lake, NWT
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SAFETY PROGRAM 
DEFINITION

Provincial, Territorial and Federal 
Occupational HS Regulations specify the 
minimum requirements to be contained 
in a HS program. Avalon has built upon 
these requirements with its own ongoing 
HS risk assessments and will consult 
with the occupational HSE committees to 
determine what hazards are present at 
the workplaces. Once the hazards have 
been identified, controls are put into 
place. During CY12, an HSE Management 
Plan (“HSEMP”) was drafted in order to 
support the next phase of the Nechalacho 
Project. While development continues, an 
Employee Handbook was also prepared 
which summarizes, among other things, 
the key aspects of HS management 
that affect employees. Supporting the 
HSEMP and the process for procuring an 
engineering company for the next phase 
of the Nechalacho Project, a preliminary 
HS Specification document was also 
prepared with further detailed HSE 
requirements, including:

•	Minimum number of HS personnel on 
site

•	 Specific HS procedures required for 
the protection of employees and 
management 

•	 Commitment and leadership

•	 Planning, roles, and responsibilities

•	 Training

•	 Contractor management

•	 Risk management and reporting 

In addition to the development of its 
own safety program, Avalon continues to 
contribute to advancement of safety in 
the mining exploration and development 
industry. Avalon management made 
presentations, taught in safety seminars 
and led the PDAC HS Safety Committee.  
HS presentations were made to exploration 
companies at the International Geological 
Congress in Brisbane, Australia, at the 
Society of Mining Engineers Safety meeting 
in Minneapolis, and to students at Western 
University, London, Ontario. 

HEALTH AND SAFETY

HEALTH, SAFETY, AND ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEES

Regular occupational Health, Safety and Environment (“HSE”) meetings and inspections have 
been held since the early years of exploration at the Nechalacho deposit and in Avalon offices 
since 2011. Employees and contractors monitor and provide advice on HSE programs at the 
facility level with participation from both management and staff.

All workforce members are represented by HSE committees. The HSE meetings at the 
Nechalacho site are conducted on a daily and weekly basis. The corporate and operations 
offices conduct HSE meetings and inspections on a less frequent basis, due to the lower risk 
profile. In FY13, HS initiatives at the Toronto office included:

•	 Preparing employees and their families for a potential hurricane (which fortunately did not occur)

•	 Safety inspections of office expansion renovations 

•	 Emergency fire drills carried out a minimum of once per year 

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY

As part of its strategic planning process, 
Health and Safety (“HS”) were formally 
identified as core values at Avalon during 
CY12. The Company has worked to 
incorporate HS into its daily activities and 
culture. From HS presentations at weekly 
management meetings and Board meetings 
to regular reporting of performance; safety 
is pervasive in everything Avalon does. 
While the recordable injury frequency rate 
did not meet our objective for zero harm, 
for the first time since the inception of our 
sustainability reporting, Avalon was lost 
time accident free in FY13.  

As leadership is a key component in HS, 
Avalon develops and implements HS policies 
and programs in the workplace:

•	 To demonstrate management’s 
commitment to HS

•	 To show employees that safety 
performance and business performance 
are inseparable

•	 To clearly state Avalon’s safety 
objectives, strategies, and processes

•	 To build buy-in through all levels of the 
organization

•	 To distinguish and clarify employer and 
employee roles and responsibilities

•	 To comply with the regulations

•	 To develop, communicate, and implement 
safe work practices and procedures to 
prevent workplace injuries and illnesses

All new employees are given an overview 
of Avalon’s HS expectations upon 
commencement of their employment. HS is 
also an integral component of job descriptions 
across the Company, and has become a basic 
consideration in both recruitment, candidate 
selection, and employee performance reviews. 
The Avalon workforce has Health, Safety 
and Environment rights and responsibilities. 
These obligations relate to employees and 
others who may work at or be visiting a work 
site. They include the requirements for the 
Company to provide employees with the 
necessary knowledge and skill, operating 
tools, equipment, and protective devices to 
execute their work. 

The HS training induction training was 
expanded in CY12. Key procedures such 
as the emergency response plan and crisis 
management plan were reviewed and updated 
to recognize changes in the growing Company. 
The risk register was regularly reviewed 
and updated during the Feasibility Study for 
the Nechalacho Project, as well as for East 
Kemptville and for the other minor drilling 
programs. A risk assessment for Separation 
Rapids will be initiated in FY14. 
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Nechalacho employees gather by the Muster Station for the daily safety briefing 
before starting work. 

SAFETY REPORTING  

During the Reporting Period, existing lagging indicators such as 
Lost Time Injury (“LTI”) Frequency and Severity Frequency rates 
continued to be reported. The emphasis moving forward will be to 
improve Avalon’s overall Recordable Injury Frequency Rate (lost 
time and medical aid injuries) to ensure a more representative 
measure of performance and to be accountable to a much 
higher standard. Several leading indicators were also developed, 
implemented, and reported. Table 19 details safety performance for 
CY11 through to FY13.

In August 2013, Avalon personnel were involved in an aircraft incident 
in the NWT. A flight from Yellowknife to Hay River lost an engine 
during takeoff which resulted in a belly landing of the plane short of 
the runway. Fortunately, no one was injured. Avalon has re-evaluated 
airlines operating in the North based on available information, and has 
decided not to use airlines without available comprehensive airline 
audits that indicate strong overall performance.

Table 19 demonstrates the steady improvement in safety performance 
at Avalon in most areas, with FY13 being the best year reported below. 
Despite this, the one medical aid injury in FY12 and FY13 indicated 
that there is still room for improvement. Days lost include days when 
workers are not at work and days when they are on light duty. 

LEADING INDICATORS

During the Reporting Period, Avalon further advanced its health and 
safety program from reporting against lagging indicators to measuring 
and reporting leading indicators. Leading indicators are proactive 
and measure the actions taken to prevent accidents, while lagging 
indicators report on safety performance after the accidents have taken 
place. Examples of leading indicators include reporting the number 
of safety inspections and safety meetings held, the number of risk 
assessments completed and the number of “near misses” that took 
place. “Near misses” are events that did not result in an injury, but 
under different circumstances may have. The reports include what 
actions must be taken to ensure that the event does not happen 
in the future. Lagging indicators, such as Total Recordable Injury 
Frequency, are still used to learn from the mistakes of accidents and 
are commonly used to track trends in safety performance.

This change required training on how to hold safety meetings, 
efforts to improve inter cultural communication, more effective use 
of inspection forms, and risk assessment training. Also key to the 
success of this were the excellent efforts of the drilling contractors. 
These efforts improved the identification of hazards. In total, of all 
the Nechalacho drilling programs during the Reporting Period, there 
were 672 crew safety meetings held, many of which included risk 
assessments. There were 191 hazards identified and corrected and 
43 near misses reported with appropriate actions taken to prevent 
reoccurrences. Detailed risk assessments were carried out prior to 
any new or infrequent high risk activities, such as barge unloading 
or helicopter slinging of materials. Further enhancements to the 
program targeted for FY14, in the event of site activities, include 
improved reporting on near misses and identification and tracking of 
safety actions arising from near miss reports, inspections, and hazard 
identification activities.

Table 19: Safety Performance (Frequencies are per 200,000 hours per worked)

Lost Time 
Injury 

Frequency

Medical 
Aid Injury 

Frequencies 

Total 
Recordable 
Frequency

Severity 
Frequency

Lost Time 
Injuries 

Medical Aid 
Injuries 

Total 
Recorded 

Injuries

Total Hours Days Lost

CY11 15 6 20.6 212 8 3 11 106,745 113

CY12 7 2 8.7 657 3 1 4 91,628 301

FY12 13 2 15.3 6 1 7 91,291 237

FY13 0 3 2.7 22 0 1 1 72,839 8

Nechalacho camp employees practicing first aid and evacuation drills
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NECHALACHO PROJECT - NWT

Negotiated Agreements

Avalon continues to work with Aboriginal governments and 
organizations to negotiate agreements that formalize its relationships.

In CY12, Avalon and the Deninu K’ue First Nation (the “DKFN”) signed 
an Accommodation Agreement (“the Agreement”). The Agreement 
provides business and employment opportunities, as well as measures 
to mitigate potential environmental and cultural impacts that may 
result from the Project’s development. The Agreement also includes 
equity participation in the Project. An implementation committee has 
met three times since signing the Agreement. This committee reviews 
agreement commitments, works on joint projects, and shares updates 
about their respective organizations. 

Negotiations continue with four other Aboriginal organizations and 
governments who have signed Negotiation Agreements: the Lutsel 
K’e Dene First Nation (the “LKDFN”), the Yellowknives Dene First 
Nation (the “YKDFN”), the Northwest Territory Métis Nation and 
the North Slave Métis Alliance. These negotiations are based on 
the principles of co-operation and both environmental and social 
responsibility. While negotiations have not begun, it is also Avalon’s 
intention to negotiate agreements with the Tlicho Government and 
K’atl’odeeche First Nation. Avalon continues to meet with these 
governments and provide Project updates.

Concerns and Disputes

Over the Reporting Period, Aboriginal organizations and governments 
have directed considerable effort and resources towards the 
Nechalacho Project. Avalon has in turn put substantial resources into 
building relationships with Aboriginal partners and the government. 
Some of the Company’s joint successes are summarized in the 
donations and education sections of this Report on pages 44 and 47. 
At the same time, some Aboriginal organizations and governments had 
several concerns about the Nechalacho Project and Avalon’s current 
practices. These concerns are summarized below. 

•	 Aboriginal organizations and governments are very serious about 
the stewardship of their lands. Avalon appreciates the attention 
and scrutiny on environmental performance that has occurred 
throughout the Environmental Assessment process, early work for 
the environmental permitting process, agreement negotiations, 
and throughout broader community engagement activities. Avalon 
understands that the main concerns with the Project continue to 
be environmental concerns, especially:

•	 The risk of barging of materials across Great Slave Lake,

•	 Cumulative effects on wildlife, especially impacts on 
Bathurst Caribou, and

•	Quality of traditional knowledge used during the 
environmental impact assessment.

•	Over the Reporting Period, several Aboriginal organizations and 
governments requested that Avalon share more information about 
the Nechalacho Project directly with community members, outside 
of the formal agreement negotiation process. Avalon has done 
this through working with appropriate Aboriginal organizations and 
governments to plan appropriate engagement activities directly 
with communities. Few of these activities were carried out outside 
of the negotiating process in this Reporting Period. Events and 
activities are currently scheduled for FY14.

•	 The DKFN used a dispute resolution mechanism within the 
Accommodation Agreement to clarify the timing for hiring an 
employment coordinator under the Agreement. The DKFN and 
Avalon reached a mutually  beneficial solution. Avalon has funded 
a part-time Employment Readiness Coordinator, based in Fort 
Resolution for one year. The Coordinator’s duties will benefit 
multiple community projects and will encourage a more prepared 
workforce for the Nechalacho Project.

•	 At public hearings in February 2013, the YKDFN and LKDFN both 
expressed opposition to the Nechalacho Project. However in both 
cases, the opposition included a request for more engagement 
and information about the Project. Some of the opposition also 
related to the absence of formalized Accommodation Agreements. 
Avalon is taking initiatives in the area of more open community 
engagement with both Aboriginal organizations. Negotiations of 
these agreements with both parties continue. 

•	 The DKFN leadership, along with some other elected politicians in 
the South Slave region, expressed disappointment when Avalon 
announced that it is investigating an alternative hydrometallurgical 
process which may affect the current project description at Pine 
Point, NWT. It remains a challenge to balance the need for specific 
development plans to be defined for the regulatory process with 
the need for flexibility to achieve optimal Project economics. 
Optimization studies are ongoing and no decisions have yet been 
made on the hydrometallurgical process flowsheet and where the 
plant would best be located. Unfortunately, the lengthy regulatory 
process leaves the impression in the community that the original 
project description is “carved in stone”, which is untrue. Avalon 
has learned that it must make more effort to communicate that 
all development stage projects are continuously evolving as 
new information is gathered and proactively explain potential 
alternatives in the Project design as they arise. 

Avalon has heard all of these concerns and looks to strengthening the 
relationship with Aboriginal partners with continuous improvement of 
its engagement efforts.

Table 14 details Non-Aboriginal and Aboriginal engagements for 
FY12 and FY13. 

COMMUNITY AND STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
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SEPARATION RAPIDS, ONTARIO

During the Reporting Period, Avalon became active on its Separation 
Rapids Project. Activities included general site work, retrieving and 
processing mineral samples, and investigating the regulatory and 
infrastructure requirements.

Avalon continues to strengthen its relationship with Wabaseemoong 
Independent Nations, on whose traditional lands the Separation 
Rapids Project exists. In May 2013, the Memorandum of 
Understanding between Avalon and WIN was renewed.

Avalon has also maintained regular and close communication with the 
local municipal, provincial, and federal governments, as well as many 
of the regulatory agencies who will be involved should the Sepraation 
Rapids Project move forward. 

EAST KEMPTVILLE, NOVA SCOTIA

Avalon has been active in engaging with the current surface rights 
owner and associated regulators to gain access to the property for 
exploration purposes. 

GOVERNMENT AND END-USERS

Avalon has also been active in outreach initiatives that engage 
governments, potential customers, and investors.

Avalon has initiated contact with companies in North America, South 
America, Europe, Japan, India, South Korea, and China that consume 
rare earths and could be interested in off-take contracts or investing 
in the Nechalacho Project to secure off-take agreements. Since 2010, 
many companies have been contacted and ongoing relationships, 
some supported by Memorandum of Understanding, have been 
established with interested parties. 

Avalon has formed working relationships with Trade Commissioners 
in Canadian embassies abroad and foreign embassies in Ottawa. 
The Nechalacho Project involves federal departments (e.g. Foreign 
Affairs, Trade and Development, Natural Resources, Aboriginal Affairs 
and Northern Development, Fisheries and Oceans, Industry, etc.), in 
addition to departments at the municipal and territorial levels. Avalon 
has hired a Manager of Government Relations to assist in managing 
the relationship between Avalon and Government.

Table 14: Project Engagement and Communication Log

Nechalacho, NWT East Kemptville, NS Separation Rapids, ON

FY13 FY12 FY13 FY12 FY13 FY12

Total Non-Aboriginal 617 163 24 0 64 24

Contacts (Non-Aboriginal) 477 120 7 0 22 8

Engagement (Non-Aboriginal) 140 43 17 0 42 16

Government / Regulators 452 103 4 0 64 24

Other 93 34 20 0 0 0

NGOs 72 26 0 0 0 0

Total Aboriginal 596 329 0 0 76 28

Contacts (Aboriginal) 512 261 0 0 30 13

Engagement (Aboriginal) 84 68 0 0 46 15

Aboriginal Governments and Organizations 550 288 0 0 60 13

Aboriginal Business 46 41 0 0 16 15

Aboriginal Rights Violations 0 0 0 0 0 0

David Connelly, former Avalon Board member and 
current Northern Consultant, and Bill Mercer, VP, 
Exploration with Prime Minister Stephen Harper at 
the Mine Training Society funding announcement in 
Hay River, NWT. The Government of Canada is funding 
$5.8 million over two years for a new mining sector-
skills training program, August 2013

Mark Wiseman, VP Sustainability, presents a 
Nechalacho Project update to the Hay River 

Chamber of Commerce, May 2013
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AVALON AT WORK

Avalon fully recognizes each individual’s Human Rights and will not 
discriminate based on race, ancestry, place of origin, creed, gender 
expression, citizenship, marital status, age, gender, disability, 
nationality, race, religion, gender identification, sexual orientation, 
or family status. 

TOTAL WORKFORCE

Please refer to the 2011 Report for an outline of the GRI’s 
classification of employment contracts: Permanent and Fixed Term for 
Employees, Supervised Workers, Consultants, and Contractors. 

Overall Avalon increased its number of full-time employees from a low 
of 19 to as high as 25 in CY12. At the end of FY13, Avalon’s full-time 
total workforce was 21. As at end of FY13, the Company had eight 
full-time senior officers, compared to five as at FY11, reflecting the 
advancement of the Nechalacho Project.

During the Reporting Period, Avalon has seen a turnover rate of 27%. 
Table 5 summarizes the turnover experienced during the Reporting 
Period. In FY14, Avalon is targeting a 17% reduction in staff turnover to 
a target of 10%.  

Avalon will hire only qualified employees. Avalon will do this in a way 
that is consistent with its Values, including initiatives to maximize 
the representation of northern residents, members of aboriginal 
communities and women. It is Avalon’s strong belief that our success 
is inextricably tied to our ability to access the skills, capabilities and 
perspectives of all demographic, cultural and gender groups. 

In the coming fiscal year, Avalon will take into account 
recommendations gathered through a think-tank of academia, other 
mines, Aboriginal governments, federal government, territorial 
government, and NGOs such as the Mine Training Society, to 
reduce barriers to employment for Northerners. Appropriate 
approaches that are recommended for adoption by the think-tank 
will be seriously considered in Avalon’s employment strategies to 
go along with established campaigns that focus on employment 
equity.  

One strategy that Avalon is considering implementing during future 
operations at the Nechalacho Mine is the ‘one week in/one week 
out’ work rotation as opposed to longer rotations such as ‘two 
weeks in/two weeks out’. The idea is that this rotation will allow 
for easier access to childcare and shorter durations of time away 
from family and cultural activities.

Another tactic to reduce the impact of an employment barrier is 
not discounting a potential candidate based on a criminal record. 
Avalon will draft a Criminal Record Policy in FY14, comparable with 
others in the NWT. 

Avalon has made a concerted effort to recruit women onto its Board. 
Although attempts have so far been politely declined, Avalon is 
determined to facilitate the recruitment of qualified women into its 
governance bodies.

Avalon continues to benefit from its team of Consultants who add 
highly specialized expertise. The use of Contractors and Supervised 
Workers will continue with the Nechalacho Project because of the fixed 
term nature of the development work. Avalon’s workforce breakdown 
during the Reporting Period by region and type is outlined in Table 16.

Once the Nechalacho Project financing is in place, Avalon expects 
to employ a comprehensive owner’s team at the Nechalacho Mine, 
Hydromet Plant and Refinery. These teams will be responsible for the 
safe and efficient construction and commissioning of the three Project 
sites. Combined, these teams will total approximately 50 employees, 
depending on a number of variables. The increase in the fixed-term 
workforce will be spread between Toronto, Delta, and Yellowknife.

FY14 will mark an inaugural employee survey. This survey will create 
a baseline for employee engagement and satisfaction.  Areas 
recognized as in need of improvement will be addressed with results 
measured in FY15.  

Table 15: Turnover During the Reporting Period (20 months)

Legend:    = hired   = departed 

Under 30 Between 30-50 Over 50

Toronto
 


  


Delta 
  

Of those hired, two were senior officers, and of those who left the Company, three were 
senior officers.

Table 16: Avalon’s Workforce by Regional Location for FY13

Number of 
Full Time 

Employees
as of  

Aug. 31/13

Number of 
Part Time 
Employees  

Number of 
Consultants

Number of 
Contractors

Corporate Office
Toronto, ON

16 0 4 0

Operations Office
Vancouver, BC 5 0 0 0

Nechalacho Project
Thor Lake, NWT

0 13 3 20+

Note: As of May 2013, Supervised Workers were transferred to part time employee status, 
therefore there were no Supervised Workers at the end of FY13
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DIVERSITY IN THE WORKFORCE AND 
GOVERNANCE BODIES

Avalon is proud of its ethnic diversity. Avalon’s Code of Conduct 
prevents discriminatory practices and results in fair and equitable 
recruitment, promotional prospects, and opportunities for training. 
Figure 7 shows the FY13 ratio of 38% visible minority groups versus 
62% non-minority, down from 48% at end of CY12. 
 
Avalon respects the communities in which it works and is committed 
to creating prosperity for those communities. In order to monitor its 
performance in the area of local hiring and hiring from communities 
with existing or traditional ties to the land, Avalon has implemented 
a system to monitor the number of people hired from communities in 
which it operates. For this reason, at the Nechalacho Project in the 
NWT, Avalon actively seeks to hire Aboriginal workers and monitor and 
report performance in this area. Of the workers at the Nechalacho 
Project in the NWT, on average 65% were Aboriginal.   

From a succession planning perspective, Avalon tracks the age 
distribution of the workforce. The age of Avalon’s full-time employees 
is evenly spread from new graduates to beyond traditional retirement 
age, as shown in Figure 8 and Table 17. The Company no longer 
tracks the estimated ages of its Contractors as this is contrary to 
their privacy rights. 

In FY13, visible minorities accounted for 17% of Avalon’s governance 
bodies with an average age of over 50 years, reflective of their 
many years of experience. For this purpose, the governance group 
is comprised of the Board of Directors and Advisory Committees 
responsible for the strategic guidance of the organization. At the 2013 
AGM, the Board of Directors decreased from eight to six members.  

Avalon monitors the number of female employees in its workforce 
with the objective of collecting data to inform policies that will serve 
to ensure female employment at Avalon is at a consistent level with 
female employment in the industry. Figure 9 shows the ratio of male 
and female employees at the end of August 31, 2013. Women formed 
62% of Avalon’s minority demographic.

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

Full-time employees continue to enjoy the same benefits package 
regardless of their level in the organization. Medical coverage, 
disability insurance, and comprehensive life insurance continue to be 
the mainstays of the employee coverage. 

Avalon observes 10 statutory holidays per year: an equal amount 
in each province and territory Avalon operates. The 2011 Report 
stated, in error, a minimum of 12 statutory holidays per year, 
subject to local jurisdiction. 

During FY13, the long term incentive program was, in general, modified 
to grant stock options to employees with a five year term, with 25% of 
their entitlement vesting annually over a period of four years, issued 
on their annual anniversary at the market price each year. The number 
of stock options granted is based on the employee’s position, level of 
responsibility, and contribution to the business.

In CY11, Avalon initiated an awards program to recognize outstanding 
performance and excellence by any member of the Avalon workforce. 
The Sustainability Award is given to a workforce member who is 
committed to, performed, and demonstrated exceptional health 
and safety standards throughout the year. The Special Achievement 
Award is given to any member of the Avalon workforce who has 
shown great leadership and contributed above and beyond the 
expectations of the recipient’s role. 

At the end of CY12, Avalon presented Chris Pedersen, Senior 
Geologist and Camp Manager, with the Safety Award for his 
composed management of a serious accident involving injuries 
to a contractor at the Nechalacho camp. Maintenance Foreman 
Randy O’Keefe was given a Sustainability Award for his continued 
efforts to establish renewable energy and advance sustainability at 
the Nechalacho camp. Virginia Morgan, Director Communications, 
accepted a Special Achievement Award for creating a sense of 
community with the development of an employee newsletter. 

Male
66%

Female
34%

Figure 9: Gender Demographics at 
the end of August 31, 2013

Visible
Minority

38% Other
62%

Figure 7: Descendent Demographics 
at the end of August 31, 2013 

Table 17: Age Diversity of Employees and Governance Bodies

Under 30 Years 
Old

Between 30-50 
Years Old

Over 50 
Years Old

Full Time Employees 29% 48% 24%

Governance 0% 0% 100%

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

Average age = 41

Employee Base

A
g
e

Figure 8: Age Range of Full Time Employees
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TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT

Growing the capabilities of existing 
employees is a priority of Avalon. 
Professional development during the 
Reporting Period included career training 
such as seminars, conferences, mentoring, 
and formal academic classes.

During the Reporting Period, Avalon 
supported a total of 1,385 hours spent on 
professional development by its employees. 
Due to the high percentage of senior 
management employed at Avalon, many of 
these professional development hours were 
accumulated during mentoring sessions 
and volunteer commitments. The total 
cost of this development was $100,326, 
bringing the average cost per employee 
to $4,180.25. The employee average 
per 12 month period spent taking part in 
professional development was 34.68 hours. 

The Avalon management team benefited from 
804.5 hours of professional development 
during the Reporting Period. Employees 
at the professional or administration level 
accounted for 580.5 hours of development. 
It should be noted that one senior manager 
alone volunteered over half the Management 
professional development hours while he 
supported the advancement of his profession. 
The average cost per professional/
administrative employee was $34.54 per hour, 
whereas the average cost of management’s 
professional development was $99.78. 

Female employees spent an average of 44.75 
hours in professional development, while 
their male counterparts at Avalon spent an 
average of 62 hours. While not optimal, in 
the absence of a targeted effort, this was 
not altogether disappointing. See further 
breakdown based on employee category 
in Table 18. In order to create a baseline 
measurement for Avalon’s equality efforts, 
Table 18 has been broken down into male 
and female statistics.

The information in Table 18 show a greater 
number of hours and money spent towards 
males in the management category. This data 
is reflective of the current male to female 
ratio of the management team. 

All new full-time employees spend an average 
of 1.5 hours each in Health and Safety 
training with the VP of Sustainability as part 
of their on-boarding procedure. 

In April 2012, three hours of Drug and Alcohol 
Awareness training was provided to each of 
Avalon’s 11 contractors and two consultants 
at the Nechalacho site. Supervised workers 
were given further training including: chain 
saw, ATV, and occupational health and safety. 

Avalon will be implementing a formal 
professional development tracking procedure 
in the second half of 2013. It will include 
improved authorization, tracking and 
recognition of professional development. This 
Professional Development Program will be 
used in conjunction with Avalon’s Performance 
Management program. Also in FY14, there is 
a goal to have 100% of employees engage in 
professional development activities. 

The ongoing development of workforce 
statistics collection has highlighted the 
necessity for electronic systems to collect and 
analyze data, as such information provides 
valuable insight into the future management 
opportunities for Avalon’s workforce.

Table 18: Employee Training and Development Dollars and Hours During the Reporting Period

Total Hours 
Average

Total Hours 
Male

Total Hours 
Female

Annual 
Total $

Total $ 
Male

Total $ 
Female

Average per 
Person

Management 80.5 753.5 51 $80,273 $79,233 $1,040 $8,027.30

Administration /  
Professional

41.5 363 217.5 $20,053 $13,462 $6,591 $1,370.20

Average Per Person 57.71 62.03 44.75 $4,180.25 $5,149.73 $1,271

From left to right: Chris Pedersen, Virginia Morgan, and Randy O’Keefe all receive their employee recognition awards from President and CEO, Don Bubar
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RETENTION

Avalon follows all laws and applicable regulations for maternity leave 
and reemployment. Two of the Company’s employees began parental 
leave in 2012; both voluntarily returned to their positions before their 
leave period ended. Avalon further accommodated one employee by 
enabling her to work from a different office across the country as she 
relocated to be closer to family. 

DISCRIMINATION

During CY12, the Company received notice of one instance of alleged 
racial discrimination. Senior management investigated the complaint 
and reported the results of the investigation to the complaining 
individual and the Chief of the First Nation of which the complaining 
individual is a member. Senior management found the complaint 
to be without merit and the alleged Company actions that raised 
concern stemmed from the application of racially neutral and 
otherwise valid performance criteria. No further action stemmed from 
the complaint and the investigation. The complainant remained in the 
employment of the Company.

Avalon’s Anti-Harassment Policy will be finalized in FY14. Training 
will be provided so that recognition and procedures are understood 
and followed.

AVALON@WORK
Photos of employees and contractors at work and representing Avalon.

Kelly Cumming, Northern Relations Manager, at a 
community office discussing the Nechalacho Project

Team Avalon participated in Toronto’s Heart and 
Stroke Ride for Heart in June 2013. The team rode a 
collective 325 kms and raised a total of $2,279 for 
the charity. 

Cutting and cataloguing core at the Nechalacho 
exploration camp

Camp employees keeping warm at the Nechalacho 
exploration camp

Geologists Nicole Yeo and Ali Habibi representing 
Avalon at the Core Shack booth during the 2012 
PDAC Convention 

Ian London, Market Development and Energy Advisor 
and Pierre Neatby, VP Sales and Marketing posing 
with Thomas Edisons’ desk at General Electric 
Research headquarters 
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In 2013, excellent progress was made in furthering Avalon’s 
environmental management and permitting at the Nechalacho 

and Separation Rapids projects. A major permitting milestone 
was achieved at Nechalacho, with the favourable Report 

of Environmental Assessment from the Mackenzie Valley 
Environmental Impact Review Board.

ENVIRONMENT

Along the banks of Hay River, NWT
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URANIUM AND THORIUM 
MANAGEMENT 

In the 2011 Report, Avalon outlined the 
issues related to the low amounts of uranium 
(“U”) and thorium (“Th”) at Nechalacho. It 
is commonly known that daily exposure to 
radiation comes in many forms and levels 
from a variety of sources, such as sun 
exposure, dental and medical x-rays, granite 
counter tops and even food.
 
SENES Consultants Limited (“SENES”), one 
of the leading independent experts in energy, 
nuclear, and environmental sciences, noted 
in their 2010 pathways study report that 
there will be no short or long term concerns 
to the environment, workers, or communities 
from the Nechalacho Mine. The report stated 
“at these low concentration levels, applying 
standard risk mitigation techniques, such 
as ventilation, will ensure that exposures to 
radiation from mining activities are below 
levels of concern”. 

In CY12, Avalon continued studies to validate 
that the Nechalacho deposit has the lowest 
and safest concentrations of U and Th 
compared to all operating rare earth mines 
and advanced projects. New informational 
materials for U and Th (for which publicly 
available data are available), were produced 
and will be utilized on site tours and with the 
public to further knowledge of these materials. 

U and Th Management in REE Processing 

Avalon is continually advancing knowledge of 
where U and Th are distributed throughout 
all stages of processing, including products, 
wastes, and water discharges. All drill core 
samples and pilot plant metallurgical products 
are analyzed for U and Th, which comprises 
over 50,000 analyses. These analyses 
have also been used to assess the risks to 
workers, communities, and the environment. 

Based on the Feasibility Study completed 
in April 2013, there are three materials 
produced from the processing of mineral 
concentrate from the Hydromet Plant: a rare 
earths concentrate, an enriched zirconium 
concentrate, and metallurgical tailings waste. 
Levels of U and Th in these concentrates 
and tailings are at levels where exposure 
is below radiation exposure in communities 
such as Edmonton. See Figure 6 for exposure 
comparisons. None of the operations will 
be subject to regulation under the Canadian 
Nuclear Safety Commission or Canada’s 
Export and Import Permits Act. These low 
levels will also not evoke regulation under the 
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Canadian 
or US transportation, or International Atomic 
Energy Agency regulations. 
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Figure 6: Comparing uranium and thorium exposure at the Nechalacho Mine to major Canadian cities 
and against regulation requirement levels  

In CY12, lab tests focused on the downstream 
Hydromet Plant planned at Pine Point, NWT. 
SENES concluded that there would be no short 
or long term risks to employees, communities or 
the environment from the tailings management 
area. Treated water from the TMF discharged 
into the ground water will reach Great Slave 
Lake in approximately 80 years and the 
“groundwater pathway may be eliminated as a 
source of radiological concern”. 

There will also be no U or Th risk at the 
Geismar Refinery in Louisiana where the 
separated rare earth products are to be 
produced, as virtually all the U and Th will be 
removed through the process at the Hydromet 
Plant, into low concentrations in the tailings. 

Further information can be found in the 
SENES reports in Volume 4, Appendix G of 
the DAR, available at avalonraremetals.com/
projects/nechalacho/intro/. 

Although not required by regulation, Avalon 
will develop appropriate radiation protection 
programs for its operations to further reduce 
the potential risks to its workers. These 
programs will include training, monitoring of 
facilities and workers, good hygiene practices 
and the implementation of risk reduction 
equipment and procedures. Such as good 
ventilation and dust control. Monitoring results 
will be reported to workers, contractors, 
and the public in Avalon’s continuous public 
disclosures. This is one example of how 
the Company uses a risk assessment and 
mitigation to operate effectively. 

Feasibility Study Optimizations 

As part of the ongoing optimization studies 
following the Feasibility Study, there is now 
some potential to eliminate the production 
of enriched zirconium concentrate. Hydromet 
Plant process improvements have been 
identified that will significantly improve the 
proportion of HREE in the REE concentrate. 
This potential change in the Hydromet 
process may require the plant to be located 
closer to the supply of required reagents, 
currently not available in the NWT. In 
reviewing relocation scenarios, Avalon will 
continue to ensure that the applicable nuclear 
regulations and sustainability considerations, 
such as long distance transport of reagents, 
will be considered.

BERYLLIUM

The present Nechalacho Project design does 
not envision any beryllium (“Be”) production. 
The Nechalacho deposit contains only trace 
amounts of Be, at approximately 12 parts 
per million. The North T Zone, located over 
one kilometre to the north of the Nechalacho 
deposit, is a potential Be deposit that is not 
part of the Nechalacho Project Feasibility 
Study. The Be that occurs in the North T 
deposit is in the form of silicate mineral 
phenacite, which is non-toxic.

http://www.avalonraremetals.com/_resources/AVL_CSR2011_singlepages.pdf
http://www.avalonraremetals.com/projects/nechalacho/intro/
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TRANSPORTING GOODS, MATERIALS, 
AND PEOPLE

Avalon will transport goods and people by plane, road, barge, 
and rail to and from the Nechalacho Project sites in the 
NWT. Seasonal dock facilities and upgraded haul roads will 
be required at the Mine and Hydromet Plant, with significant 
shipping from the existing CN railhead and commercial dock 
facilities at Hay River.

At the Geismar, LA facility, located in an industrial area, there 
will be rail and road access to the site, as well as shipping on 
the nearby Mississippi River. 

In the NWT, transportation may affect the environment through 
noise, dust, emissions, habitat disturbance, and vehicle/wildlife 
collisions. Avalon will plan its activities to control these impacts; 
for example all transportation activities will give the right-of-way 
to wildlife, Avalon will implement speed limits on all roads and 
use dust suppressants when necessary, and use high occupancy 
vehicles, such as buses, to reduce emissions, minimize the risk 
of vehicle/wildlife collisions, and minimize disturbances.

Avalon will reduce risks associated with transporting 
reagents (chemical mixtures) by using rail transport and 
locating facilities close to the site of reagent production 
where appropriate. The Company will meet or surpass all 
transport regulations. Emergency response teams will be 
trained and equipped to implement emergency response 
plans in the unlikely event of an accident. In the Reporting 
Period, spill response and waste management plans were 
drafted. Input from Aboriginal partners and regulators have 
been sought prior to finalization.
 
Barging

While barging has been commonly and successfully used as 
a method of transportation on Great Slave Lake for decades, 
the potential dangers remain a significant water quality 
concern for Aboriginal communities. Avalon investigated 
alternatives to barging including the use of ice roads, airship 
and an all year road from the Nechalacho Mine connecting to 
existing roads in the NWT. 

The construction of ice roads in this area of Great Slave Lake 
is difficult and expensive, and the winter shipping season is 
much shorter than the summer barging season. For these 
reasons, ice roads are not planned for operations, but may be 
used during the construction phase. Along with its Aboriginal 
partners, Avalon will continue to assess safety and risk 
reductions and economic opportunities of new roads against 
potential environmental impacts. At this time, the only viable 
alternative for the transport of concentrate for the Nechalacho 
Project is via barging.  

Nechalacho camp employee boating on Thor Lake

Concentrate will be barged in sealed containers, so in the unlikely event that 
a container is lost in transport, it can be recovered. Detailed barging plans 
will be completed and shared with Aboriginal partners. Plans will take into 
consideration weather conditions, alternate routes, lake traffic, and will identify 
under what conditions barging is permitted. 

Communications of the barge routes and timing will be publicly posted in 
advance. Emergency response procedures will be developed with Aboriginal 
partners and the barging company. Response capability on Great Slave Lake 
will include the barge operator, Avalon and as a last line of defense, the 
Canadian Coast Guard. Barging will only be done with experienced and well-
equipped barge operators with proven capabilities, procedures, and trained 
staff. Studies have been completed that identify options for the recovery of 
concentrate in the event of a mishandled container. Systems to report barging 
activities will be developed with interested Aboriginal partners.

Products from the Hydromet Plant will be trucked to Hay River and transported 
via CN rail directly to the siding at the REE Refinery in Geismar. The site is 
located in an industrial area next to suppliers of key reagents and water, which 
can be safely transported by pipeline, thereby reducing transportation risks.

Feasibility Study Optimizations 

As part of the ongoing optimization studies following the Feasibility Study 
completed in April 2013, there is now some potential to eliminate the 
production of enriched zirconium concentrate. However, the process uses an 
increased number and quantity of reagents that are not readily available in 
the NWT. This results in the need to transport these reagents long distances 
and creates an increase in transportation risk. As a result of this and other 
reasons, opportunities to relocate the Hydromet Plant closer to a source of 
these reagents are being investigated.
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PERMITTING 

In July 2013, a major permitting milestone was achieved 
when the MacKenzie Valley Environmental Impact Review 
Board (“MVEIRB”) concluded that a full environmental impact 
review of the Nechalacho Project was not necessary and 
recommended that the Minister of Aboriginal Affairs and 
Northern Development Canada (“AANDC”) approve the Project, 
subject to implementation of certain measures intended to 
mitigate any potential adverse environmental impacts. The 
Ministerial Approval was subsequently received after the 
Reporting Period on November 4, 2013.

In its 220 page Report of Environmental Assessment (“REA”), 
MVEIRB set out five measures that, when implemented, will 
mitigate any predicted environmental impacts so that they are 
no longer significant. These measures:

•	 Ensure through comprehensive monitoring that the water 
released from the Project into the receiving environment 
does not have significant impacts;

•	 Require the development and implementation of a wildlife 
and wildlife habitat protection plan and a wildlife effects 
monitoring plan, with an emphasis on caribou, and 
mitigation if required; and

•	 Require that a socio-economic agreement with the GNWT 
is in place before construction begins.

Avalon was already well advanced in the development of these 
measures at the time of the release of the REA. In addition, 
engagement with Aboriginal and regulatory representatives 
on the development of environmental management plans was 
ongoing at the end of the Reporting Period.

With the Ministerial Approval now in hand, subsequent to 
the Reporting Period, submissions to secure the necessary 
Land Use Permits and Water Licenses for the Project from 
the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board will be finalized. 
Avalon does not anticipate that these steps will cause any 
further delays to its present construction schedule.

Northern lights over the Nechalacho camp

http://avalonraremetals.mwnewsroom.com/press-releases/avalon-receives-federal-government-approval-for-ne-tsx-avl-201311050909204001
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ENERGY CONSERVATION AND 
GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS AT 
NECHALACHO - NWT

The Sustainalytics 2012 
Review indicated that energy 
consumption and management 
was a lower ranked concern 
relative to water and wildlife 
priorities in the NWT. Energy, 
however, remains an important 
issue for all mining companies 
from both a risk and economic 
perspective. Energy production 
from fossil fuels also contributes 
to greenhouse gas emissions 
such as CO2 (carbon dioxide) 
and NO2 (nitrous oxide). Mining 
and processing facilities demand 
significant energy for operations 
and transportation. These 
represent a major economic 
component of construction 
and operating costs. This is 
heightened by Nechalacho's 
semi-remote location and longer 
transportation routes to ship 
supplies and equipment.

In the 2011 Report, Avalon 
only reported on overall energy 
consumption as the first phase 
of its energy management 
program. During the Reporting 
Period, Avalon took specific 
steps toward optimizing and 
reducing its energy use. 
Reductions were driven by 
reduced activity at the site and 
better energy management 
initiatives. Table 7 contains 
emissions estimated from fuel 
consumption at Nechalacho.

Avalon continues to explore 
options of using renewable 
energy sources. Avalon has been 
collecting wind and solar data 
since 2009. In 2013, students 
at both Western University and 
University of Toronto utilized 
the data for study projects. 
Geothermal energy does not 
appear to be a viable option at 
this time, based on temperature 
data collected from deep drill 
holes. Avalon is also looking 
at implementing innovative 
camp facilities that are more 
energy efficient and maximizing 
opportunities to capture natural 
energy by strategically placing 
and aligning buildings (e.g. to 

better capture sun patterns and 
use of shade). 

Avalon is also investigating the 
opportunity to grow a range of 
fruits and vegetables on site 
using greenhouse technology 
and any waste heat generated. 
This will also reduce energy 
demand for food that must be 
shipped long distances. 

For a review of the energy 
supply and usage at the 
Nechalacho site, refer to 
Avalon’s 2011 Report. 

NOTE: Subsequent to the 
publication of the 2011 Report, 
Avalon completed a more 
thorough analysis of its energy 
usage at the Nechalacho Project 
in the NWT. As a result of this, 
some consumption estimates for 
fuels such as diesel changed, 
although the order of magnitude 
stayed the same. This change 
in fuel consumption has led 
to a change in the estimates 
of greenhouse gas emission. 
The quantities published in this 
Report are more accurate than 
those published previously.

ENERGY

Table 7: Emission Data from Fuel Consumption at Nechalacho 

FY13 FY12 FY11 CY12 CY11

Annual Nitrous Oxide Emissions (kgs)

   N
2
O Diesel 12 33 44 29 37

   N
2
O Gasoline 1 1 2 2 1

   N
2
O Aviation Fuel 2 4 4 4 5

   N
2
O Propane 0 1 0 0 1

Annual Methane Emissions (kgs)

   CH
4
 Diesel 14 39 52 35 45

   CH
4
 Gasoline 1 2 2 2 1

   CH
4
 Aviation Fuel 2 5 5 5 6

   CH
4
 Propane 1 2 0 0 2

Annual Carbon Dioxide Emissions (tonnes)

   CO
2
 Diesel 324 898 1,190 797 1,015

   CO
2
 Gasoline 16 39 56 47 15

   CO
2
 Aviation Fuel 51 123 105 109 140

   CO
2 
Propane 13 37 1 0.8 38

ENERGY EFFICIENCY INITIATIVES 

The primary fuel used for drilling 
rigs, mobile equipment, and the 
camp power generator is diesel. 
Drill rigs represent the majority of 
the diesel used in the exploration 
camp. Avalon’s drilling programs 
vary significantly every year, both 
in the number of holes drilled, 
the depths of the holes drilled, 
and the overall number of metres 
drilled. As such, Avalon introduced 
a series of metrics in CY12 in an 
effort to identify opportunities to 
improve energy management.

It was clear that the fewer 
metres drilled in CY12 resulted 
in a decrease in diesel used. 
Avalon’s analysis of energy use 
showed that the lengths of the 
holes drilled were on average 
21% deeper than in CY11. 
This is largely due to drilling in 
deeper, richer parts of the ore 
body and more angled holes 
(which are inevitably longer). The 
deeper holes utilized less fuel 
despite the extra weight of the 
drill rods and increase in friction 
in the longer holes. Avalon’s 
analysis concluded that the 21% 
increase in the average hole 
length resulted in a decrease of 
3% in the average diesel use per 
metre drilled. 

Table 8 shows diesel 
consumption increased 17.7% 
per metre drilled in FY13, when 
compared to FY12. While overall 
diesel use was dramatically lower 
in FY13 due to the smaller drilling 
program and relative increase in 
diesel use for non-drill related 
activities, such as clearing for the 
airstrip in winter months to avoid 
bird nesting periods, diesel use 
per metre drilled increased. 

Avalon also introduced an 
initiative to reduce the number 
of flights into camp by utilizing 
the flights more efficiently. This 
resulted in a 59% decrease in 
aviation fuel use for FY13 when 
compared to FY12. However, due 
to the smaller drilling programs 
in FY13, litres per metre drilled 
increased by 35%. Table 9 shows 
aviation fuel consumption data 
from FY11 onwards.

http://www.avalonraremetals.com/_resources/AVL_CSR2011_singlepages.pdf
http://www.avalonraremetals.com/_resources/AVL_CSR2011_singlepages.pdf
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Table 8: Drilling Diesel Usage

Year
Diesel 

Consumed
Metres 
Drilled

Litres of 
Diesel/Metre 

Drilled

Average 
Metres/Drill 

Hole

FY13 118,826 7,289 16.30 235

FY12 328,789 23,763 13.84 231

FY11 436,024 27,665 15.76 211

FY13 vs. FY12 64% decrease 69% decrease 18% increase 2% increase

CY12 291,823 21,371 13.66 246

CY11 371,746 26,203 14.19 203

CY12 vs. CY11 16% decrease 18% decrease 5% increase 29% increase
 

Table 9: Aviation Fuel Consumption at Nechalacho

Year
Aviation Fuel 

Consumed
Metres 
Drilled

Litres of 
Aviation 

Fuel/Metre 
Drilled

Average 
Metres/Drill 

Hole

FY13 18,649 7,289 2.56 235

FY12 44,947 23,763 1.89 231

FY11 38,429 27,665 1.39 211

FY13 vs. FY12 59% decrease 69% decrease 35% increase 2% increase

CY12 39,962 21,371 1.87 246

CY11 51,291 26,203 1.96 203

CY12 vs. CY11 22% decrease 18% decrease 4% decrease 2% increase

Table 10: Waste Recycled or Removed at Nechalacho*

Material
Container 

Type
FY13 CY12

Contaminated soil Drum 0 26

Contaminated water Drum 0 7

Waste leachate - oil Drum 0 4

Drill rod grease (petroleum) Drum 0 2

Incinerator ash Drum 0 35

Scrap steel Drum 0 34

Scrap hydraulic hoses Drum 0 1

Flammable liquids - fuel Drum 0 8

Corrosive liquid - acidic Pail 0 2

Corrosive liquid - basic Pail 0 2

Batteries - lead acid Battery 0 2

Empty drums Drum 90 1,034

Plastic drum lids/labels/other plastics Box 2 2

Spill clean up materials used Pail 1 0

*Variability due to timing of barge trips 

WASTE AND SPILLS MANAGEMENT  

In CY11, Avalon did not have mechanisms in place to effectively measure 
the quantity of waste generated from Nechalacho drilling and the exploration 
camp due to their low environmental significance. To prepare for future 
development, Avalon made efforts to improve the quantification of its 
waste by type in CY12. While some administrative details remain to be 
implemented, Avalon’s records of waste management have been greatly 
improved. The quantities of waste recycled or removed to approved waste 
disposal facilities are summarized in Table 10. Amounts of waste products 
from exploration activities are measured at the time of removal from the site. 
As no waste materials were removed during FY13, the measures are zero. 
Significant amounts were removed by barge in September 2013, and thus will 
appear in next years’ FY14 sustainability report.

Avalon did not have any significant chemical or fuel spills at the Nechalacho 
Project, as defined by the Northwest Territories Regulations, or at any of its 
other projects in CY11, CY12, or FY13. 

Despite containment berms at petroleum product storage and use areas, 
Avalon did have minor quantities of soil or ice that contained drips of 
petroleum products in CY12. This was dramatically reduced in FY13, though 
the quantity of drilling was also much lower. These were cleaned up and 
removed from site. All spills were recorded, regardless of how small. These 
records are available for inspection by the Land Use Inspector. 

Targets for a reduction in the amount of impact soils and petroleum wastes 
due to petroleum product spills will be developed, appropriate to the quantity 
of drilling planned for the next fiscal year. 

However, Avalon does experience a problem at the Nechalacho camp common 
at most exploration sites: the large number of empty drums of petroleum 
product generated by site activities. Avalon removed by barge over 1,000 
empty drums from its camp in CY12. By December 2012, the Nechalacho 
camp had about 100 empty drums still to be removed, the result of fuel 
consumption after the last CY12 barge load in October. 

Nechalacho employees removing empty barrels by barge
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ENVIRONMENT AND THE NECHALACHO PROJECT OPTIMIZATION

Concentrator Optimization Progress 

The integration of environmental issues and benefits has been central 
in the optimization of the Nechalacho concentrator process. Potential 
improvements include: 

•	 A simplification of the reagent suite, improvements to flotation, 
and streamlining of the process resulting in improved recoveries 
and reduced environmental risk

•	 Improved grinding, which produces less fine material called 
slimes, eliminating the need for a de-sliming circuit. This reduces 
energy and reagent use, reduces capital and operating costs, and 
makes treatment of fine particles easier 

•	Determining the gravity concentration circuit as unnecessary, 
thereby reducing capital, operating costs, and energy use 

•	Developing a process to recover magnetite, improving the Project 
economics and a more sustainable use of the ore body by 
maximizing the recovery of contained metal 

With all the potential optimizations described above, the same 
high level of water quality is maintained in the effluent. While 
confirmatory toxicity testing was ongoing at the end of the 
Reporting Period, only environmental improvements and reduction 
of environmental risk are anticipated.

Hydromet Processing

In CY12, Avalon continued to obtain more accurate water quality and 
quantity information associated with the Hydromet tailings and natural 
ground water quality. The existing Pine Point ground water study was 
augmented to assess potential downstream water quality impacts. 
The new data re-enforced that the ground water quality is already 
naturally impacted due to geological formations. The additional data 
also concluded that the TMF will not have any measurable impact 
downstream at Great Slave Lake. Avalon is committed to installing 
additional ground water wells down-gradient from the TMF to continue 

monitoring the ground water. In the unlikely event that a potential 
impact is identified, there will be adequate time to take appropriate 
corrective action given the long time period (80 years) that it will take 
the ground water to reach Great Slave Lake. If something is found, 
such as interceptions in situ treatments, a variety of technologies exist 
for mitigation. 

Optimization of the Hydromet Process during the Reporting Period 
identified effluent quality and quantity and the tailing waste quality 
is not anticipated to significantly change. The quantity of waste may 
increase and the implications of this are currently being evaluated. 

Refinery 

During FY13, additional baseline studies were completed at the 
Geismar site of the proposed REE Refinery in Louisiana. A Phase One 
Environmental Assessment was drafted, and the permitting process 
was initiated. This included an update of the wetlands assessment 
and an effluent discharge impact assessment. No significant impacts 
to the environment or impediments to the permitting process 
were identified. Initial local engagement was initiated with several 
presentations made to local interest groups, contractors, regulators, 
and government representatives. 

Work was put on hold mid-2013 to assess the potential changes 
that the ongoing optimization process had identified. These 
changes include the potential expansion of the processing steps 
to be completed in Geismar, up to and including the relocation of 
the Hydromet Plant. Impacts to effluents, air emissions, wastes 
management, and the overall permitting process will be assessed prior 
to a relocation decision.

COMMUTING EMISSIONS BY EMPLOYEES

At the end of FY13, Avalon undertook an internal survey of all 
employees to find the mode of transportation used and the distance 
traveled in their average daily commute to get to their respective 
office location: Toronto, Delta, or Yellowknife. From this data, the 
average greenhouse gas emissions employees were generating in 
commuting to work over the course of a year was calculated. This 
data is summarized in Table 11.

The most used mode of transportation was the GO Transit commuter 
train system in the Greater Toronto Area, at 51.88% of all kilometres 
traveled. The second most used mode was single occupancy 
vehicles, at 29.37% of all kilometres traveled. The data confirms 
that 70.63% of all commuting is done using greener options, 
providing a solid foundation for further improvement. Overall, these 
greener options prevented the release of 27.14 tons of CO2 into the 
atmosphere, which is the equivalent of removing approximately 23 
cars from the road.

Table 11: Average Total Emissions in Grams/Day by All Employees

CO2 CH4 N2O Total  
KM/Day

Walk 0 0 0 26.8

Bicycle 0 0 0 18.0

Motor - Petrol 79,943.42 5.20 8.10 340.4

Carpool - Petrol 15,617.62 1.02 1.58 133.0

Subway (Toronto) 0 0 0 27.2

Streetcar (Toronto) 0 0 0 4.2

Commuter Train (GTA GO Train) 78,140.51 4.40 32.28 601.4

Public Bus 15,619.99 0.73 0.48 8.2

Daily Total (grams) 189,321.53 11.36 42.44

Annual Total (tonnes) 46.384 0.003 0.010
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Mark Wiseman, VP Sustainability, Jim Andersen, CFO, and Richard 
Pratt, VP General Counsel and Corporate Secretary (taking the photo) 
taking the public bus in Ottawa to save on emissions

Avalon, its Aboriginal partners, employees, and other stakeholders, have set 
the efficient use and protection of water as a high priority. This priority is 
supported by extensive legislation related to water use, effluent standards, 
treatment, and reporting. 

NECHALACHO PROJECT

Baseline data from the Developers Assessment Report (“DAR”) for the 
Nechalacho Project can be found on Avalon’s website. Avalon continues to 
regularly report on its performance compared to water standards. 

EXPLORATION CAMP

In the 2011 Report, Avalon provided the water consumption and disposal 
data at its Nechalacho exploration camp. The 2011 Report also discussed a 
number of actions taken to reduce water use, including the use of low water 
or waterless toilets and low-volume, high-efficiency front-loading washing 
machines. Avalon also installed improved water monitoring equipment in CY12 
to monitor camp water use. 

Camp water use in CY12 was estimated at 449,000 litres, or less than 
one litre/minute on an annualized basis. This was also well below the 
CY11 estimate of 650,000 - 900,000 litres. Much of this reduction was 
due to fewer people on site in CY12.

Average water use in CY12, on a per person basis, was 114 litres/
day compared to estimated consumption of 70 - 100 litres/day 
in 2011. Average usage per person appears to have gone up, 
though it must be recognized that the CY11 numbers are not 
as accurate. This increase may be due to the lower number 
of workers at camp in CY12. Water use for activities such 
as cooking and cleaning remained relatively constant, but 
were distributed over a smaller population, increasing the 
average water use per person. 

Water consumption in summer was higher than winter, 
in line with the seasonal activity levels at site. 

All water that enters the kitchen is passed 
through a simple, approved waste system that 
passively treats it before it flows through a 
fen (dense marshy area) to Fred Lake. Fred 
Lake has been sampled for key indicators 
of water treatment efficiency. Data on 
phosphorus and nitrogen content shows 
no negative impact on water quality.

WATER USE AND DISCHARGE

Potential docking facility location 
on Hearne Channel

http://www.avalonraremetals.com/projects/nechalacho/intro/
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DRILLING

Avalon’s drill programs at the Nechalacho deposit utilized both 
HQ and PQ equipped drill rigs. HQ and PQ equipped drill rigs 
have core diametres of 63.5 mm and 85 mm respectively, 
resulting in core weighing approximately 8 kgs and 16 kgs per 
metre respectively. PQ rigs use less than twice the energy of 
an HQ rig while providing twice the drill core sample size, thus 
being more energy efficient per kilogram of material collected. 
Note however, that PQ drilling consumes considerably more 
water per hour than HQ drilling, at least partially offsetting the 
energy improvements. During CY12, Avalon drilled 73 holes 
totaling 18,076 metres of HQ and 14 holes totaling 3,277 
metres of PQ core. 

Avalon also conducted a smaller drilling program at the Spor 
Mountain, Utah deposit in CY12. Water consumption totaled 
1,938,131 litres, with an average of 1,568 litres consumed 
per metre drilled. 

Total water use for drilling at the Nechalacho site in CY12 
was 16,250 cubic metres (16,250,000 litres), or an 
annualized rate of 31 litres/minute. The water consumed in 
drilling in CY12 was 739 litres/metre drilled, which compares 
with 550 litres/metre and 850 litres/metre in CY10 and 
CY11 respectively. 

Water consumption was more than double at the Spor 
Mountain site when compared to Nechalacho. It is concluded 
that the most important factor in water used is related to 
the drilling rate and the proportions of PQ and HQ drilling. 
When drilling in difficult ground, such as into rock that is badly 
faulted, as was the case at Spor Mountain, the water use 
per metre drilled is increased. When drilling in good ground, 
water use per metre drilled decreases as a result of better 
production rates. This demonstrates that geological conditions 
are a major factor in drill water usage. 

Avalon did not identify any impacts to water quality due to 
either drilling program.

(Left) Nechalacho core racks (Right) Drill core boxes 
built for Avalon by the Deninu K’ue Development 
Corporation of Fort Resolution

CREATING REE GUIDELINES

Avalon is not aware of any regulated limits around REE, such as those that 
exist for commonly mined elements like nickel and copper. To address this 
gap, Avalon has developed conservative Canadian Council of Ministers of the 
Environment (“CCME”)-like guidelines for the protection of aquatic life for all 
the REE. Avalon used a detailed literature review completed by Sir Wilfred 
Laurier University, sponsored by Environment Canada and other publicly 
available research literature (e.g. US Environmental Protection Agency). Avalon 
took the lowest effect level identified for each metal and divided it by 10 to 
develop these effluent guidelines, adopting the CCME methodology. 

During the permitting phase, Avalon will work with regulators to refine these 
guidelines using this same methodology used by the CCME. Avalon will 
measure and report its water quality performance against these refined and 
existing Metal Mining Effluent Regulations and CCME guidelines. 

Avalon completed modeling studies of the area lakes and water treatment 
studies in CY12. These water studies, collected from large scale processing 
simulations, indicate that Avalon will be able to meet its self-imposed 
standards. In addition, the undiluted effluent in the nationally recognized 
standard acute toxicity testing demonstrated that the effluent is not lethal 
to sensitive rainbow trout and the water flea Daphnia magna. Even more 
sensitive sub-lethal toxicity studies, using treated water from process pilot 
plant testing and Drizzle Lake water, indicated that the effluent will not have 
any impact on growth and reproduction to bluntnose minnows, water fleas, 
algae, and duck weed (an aquatic plant). This extensive testing strongly 
suggests that there will be no impacts on aquatic life resulting from the 
operation of the TMF at the Nechalacho site.

SEPARATION RAPIDS 
During the Reporting Period, Avalon remained active on its Separation Rapids 
project site. Work included retrieving and processing mineral samples and 
investigating the regulatory and infrastructure requirements for quickly 
moving the project into production. This resulted in the recognition that a 
Species at Risk Assessment would be required in conjunction with future 
permitting and this study was carried out in 2013 as discussed on page 
41. While test work was ongoing at the end of the Reporting Period, the 
integration of environmental considerations has been a key priority of ongoing 
project development including site selection, water recycling and discharge, 
and waste management. 
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BIODIVERSITY

The word ‘biodiversity’ is a shortened form of the term biological diversity. It is commonly used to 
refer to the number, variety, and variability of living organisms (species diversity) in a particular 
environment or geographical location. 

The first step in managing biodiversity is to evaluate or measure the species that are present in a 
particular geographic area. Once a location’s biodiversity is understood, any development in that 
location should assess the risks it presents to biodiversity and take action to mitigate those risks or 
potential impacts. Particular care must be given to areas of high biodiversity value, such as those 
associated with endangered or threatened species or the habitat that supports them, or to areas 
which support exceptional or unique biodiversity.

Antelope near Spor Mountain, Utah Moose at the Nechalacho sitePtarmigan in winter plumage in the NWT

Sunrise on Thor Lake, NWT Deer near Separation Rapids, ON

Proposed location of the hydromet tailings 
facility at Pine Point, a historical pit
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Land Disturbed or Rehabilitated 
Table 14 summarizes the areas that have been disturbed or re-vegetated, compared to 
the total area owned or leased. Full rehabilitation will require several years following the 
initial re-vegetation.

Table 14: Land Disturbed or Rehabilitated 

Area Owned or 
Leased

Area Disturbed 
by Avalon 

(cumulative to 
date)

Area Previously 
Disturbed

Area Under 
Rehabilitation 

FY12 (hectares)

Nechalacho 6,118 16.60 11.2 0

Separation Rapids 1,455 0.30 0 0

Spor Mountain 5,298* 0.058 ** 0

Warren Township 729 0.30 0 0

FY13 (hectares)

Nechalacho 6,118 25.25 11.2 3.5

Separation Rapids 1,455 0.30 0 0

Warren Township 729 0.30 0 0

Spor Mountain 777* - * 0.058

Apex 312 0 0 0

*See note in Table 12 regarding the Spor Mountain and Apex figures for FY12 and FY13.
**Area has considerable number of old shafts, pits, and dumps. Avalon is not responsible for these.

LAND AREA MANAGED BY AVALON

Avalon has no land claims, mineral leases, or special licenses that are on or adjacent to 
areas of high biodiversity value. Table 12 summarizes the mineral lease, mineral claim, 
and special license areas related to the properties under management.

Table 12: Mineral Leases, Claims, and Licenses 

Project Site FY13 Area (hectares) FY12 Area (hectares)

Nechalacho Mineral Leases 4,249 4,249

Nechalacho Mineral Claims 1,869 1,869

Nechalacho Total 6,118 6,118

Separation Rapids Mineral Leases 421 421

Separation Rapids Mineral Claims 1,034 1,034

Separation Rapids Total 1,455 1,455

Warren Township Mineral Claims 728 728

Warren Township Land Permitting 688 688

East Kemptville Special Licence 356 356 

East Kemptville Mineral Claims 2,962 5,059

Miramichi Tin Mineral Claims 4,339            4,339

Lilypad Lakes 2,816 2,816

Spor Mountain Mineral Claims 777 5,298*

Apex Mineral Claims 312 0*

*In FY12, Apex was rolled up into Spor Mountain figures due to their close proximity and the claims being staked 
at about the same time. Costs were immaterial to be disclosed separately and initially thought to have similar 
geological exploration potential as Spor Mountain. Apex has been broken out separately in FY13 as costs incurred 
to date on the Spor Mountain claims have been written off. Refer to the 2013 Financial Statements for full details.

Senior Geologist, Martin Heiligmann on a corduroy trail at 
Nechalacho in 2012, four years after drilling completed. 
The trail is now surrounded by Calamagrostis Canadensis, 
commonly known as bluejoint grass, a native grass 
species to the north that has self seeded. Also abundant 
in growth are Labrador tea and small spruce trees. Avalon 
leaves roots in place when creating corduroy roads for 
faster recovery of the area. 

Randy O’Keefe, Nechalacho’s Maintenance Foreman, used 
the loader to carry away old rubber hoses left littering the 
bush by previous companies at the old mine site near the 
T Zone, north of the Nechalacho deposit. The garbage was 
packaged and shipped to Yellowknife for proper disposal.
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AT RISK SPECIES AT NECHALACHO PROJECT SITES

In its 2011 Report, Avalon reviewed 
the various organizations that identify 
and manage the biological status of 
important species in the NWT, and 
the species of concern identified for 
the Nechalacho Project. Avalon also 
detailed the steps it intended to take 
to mitigate impacts to these species 
in its DAR. Avalon is pleased to report 
that there were no known impacts to 
the Species at Risk Act (“SARA”) or 
International Union for Conservation of 
Nature (“IUCN”) listed species during 
the Reporting Period at the Nechalacho 
sites. Avalon has completed baseline 
studies, as well as more extensive 
studies on the key indicator organisms 
that live in the water column and on 
lake bottoms at the Project sites. 
Avalon completed similar studies at 
the proposed site of the Refinery at 
Geismar in FY13. 

Bathurst Caribou

The Bathurst Caribou herd is very 
important to Avalon’s Aboriginal 
partners and stakeholders. Studies 
completed by the GNWT, including data 
collected from caribou that are fitted 
with electronic tracking collars, have 
concluded that the Bathurst herd has 
not been in the area of Avalon’s mine 
site, north of Great Slave Lake, since 
1996. However, local and traditional 
knowledge reported caribou in the 
vicinity of the site in 2000. 

Avalon has committed to monitor for 
caribou as part of its Wildlife Effects 
Monitoring Plan (see page 40) in an 
effort to determine if and when they 
return to the area. Avalon believes the 
potential to impact the herd is much 
less than at other mines due to:

•	 Avalon’s small footprint;

•	 no roads or ice roads planned 
at this time to increase hunting 
activity;

•	 location not on a major migration 
route; 

•	wooded area, reducing visual 
disturbances; and

•	 no waste rock dumps on surface 
to cause dusting concerns. 

Avalon will continue to engage with 
Aboriginal partners and stakeholders 
to identify additional actions that could 
be implemented should the herd return 
to this area. 

Avalon has continued its policy of no 
hunting, trapping, or firearms at the 
Nechalacho sites for worker safety 
(firearms are on site for workers to use 
defensibly against dangerous animals), 
while fully respecting traditional hunting 
rights. This means that hunting cannot 
take place within three kilometres of 
the operating areas for safety reasons.

Woodland Caribou

Woodland Caribou are known to occur 
in the area of Avalon’s proposed 
Hydromet Plant, south of Great 
Slave Lake. Avalon has committed to 
reclamation of the historically damaged 
areas that will be utilized by Avalon, so 
that there will be an increase in habitat 
available for the caribou, as well as 
all wildlife, following the closure of the 
site. Avalon will complete research and 
development of reclamation techniques 
during operations.

BIODIVERSITY IMPACTS

No impacts on biodiversity at the Nechalacho sites in 
the NWT have been identified to date. The water bodies 
selected for the TMF do not contain any fish. The proposed 
Hydromet Plant is on a previously disturbed mine site, 
such that no impacts to biodiversity are anticipated. 

Avalon recognizes that the pending construction and 
operations phases of the Nechalacho Project may have 
the potential to impact wildlife through noise and light 
disturbance, habitat avoidance, dust, habitat degradation 
or loss, or vehicle accidents. In late CY12, Avalon 
reduced the noise from its drills with improved muffling 
techniques, with only a minor reduction in drilling 
efficiency. Avalon also took steps to further reduce the 
potential for light disturbance from the drill camp by re-
directing or changing existing lights. 

No joint wildlife research program has been initiated to 
date. However, in CY12, Avalon formally committed to 
working with Aboriginal and government agencies through 
attending both public technical review sessions and 
public hearings held in the NWT. In FY13, the Company 
participated in a caribou management workshop with 
government, consultants, Aboriginal organizations, 
industry, and community members. 

Avalon has been able to utilize waste rock from historical 
(non-Avalon) mining activity in the construction of the 
airstrip at the Nechalacho site. This has allowed the 
rehabilitation of this pre-existing damage. 

The environmental effects of the Nechalacho Project 
will be generally limited to the immediate footprints and 
local area of the Nechalacho Mine, Concentrator, TMF, 
Hydromet Plant, Refinery, and associated infrastructure. 

Bison in NWT
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BIODIVERSITY MANAGEMENT PLANS

In addition to conceptual management plans 
and on site monitoring, in CY13, Avalon began 
formalizing a Biodiversity Management Plan. In 
support of this, the Company also developed 
a draft Wildlife and Wildlife Habitat Protection 
Plan and will be developing a Wildlife Effects 
Monitoring Plan in FY14. These plans will 
provide details with respect to roles and 
responsibilities, training, protection activities, 
monitoring, reporting, and additional targets in 
the areas of biodiversity protection measures. 
Avalon intends to seek input from regulators 
and Aboriginal partners in FY14, with the 
goal of finalizing the plans prior to the start 
of construction. As these management plans 
are living documents, they will evolve and be 
updated with time, as appropriate. 

Avalon’s Biodiversity Management Plan will 
include targeted strategies to reduce its impact 
on wildlife and vegetation. For example, Avalon 
will:

•	 Continue to utilize best standards in 
waste and food management to minimize 
the attraction of wildlife, especially 
predators like gulls, ravens, fox, and 
bear. Current practices include regular 
incineration of food waste in an industrial 
incinerator. Despite these best efforts, 
bears have been known to occasionally 
visit the Nechalacho camp. Rather than 
shooting the animals, Avalon utilizes bear 
“bangers” which make loud bangs to 
scare off the bears and other predators. 
Avalon also uses rubber bullets to scare 
away bears, which has proved successful. 
Bear spray is also provided to employees 
working in the field. Avalon has not had 
to destroy any predators while keeping 
employees safe since 2011.

•	Minimize dust from operations to minimize 
potential effects of surrounding vegetation. 

•	 Restrict site clearing activities to avoid the 
local wildlife reproductive periods of mid-
May to late-August. This avoids disturbing 
nesting birds, eggs, pre-fledged birds, 
and predators. The clearing of the airstrip 
extension and a portion of the planned 
quarry was completed in the winter of 
FY13. While the cost and safety risk 
was higher in the winter months, through 
appropriate planning and procedures, this 
work was completed safely.  

•	Manage the potential for indirect impacts 
due to hunting and fishing as a result of 
increased workforce, especially during 
construction, with a strict no hunting or 
fishing policy.

•	Monitor the health of other aquatic 
species to detect any changes in status 
that might occur after operations begin 
due to runoff from operations. This 
monitoring will include small insects 
and benthos, which are inclusive of all 
the species that dwell on the bottom of 
the local lakes including (among others) 
insects, clams and crustaceans. These 
populations are not generally very mobile, 
and are a good long-term indicator of the 
lake health. In CY12, Avalon significantly 
increased the number of baseline benthos 
sampling sites, as well as plankton and 
zooplankton (small aquatic plants and 
crustaceans) to better assess potential 
changes in the health of the lakes 
following the start of operations. Avalon 
has also added a control lake (a lake 
similar to the lakes downstream of the 
site, but not affected by the operations) 
to the sampling program, which will 
allow detection of natural changes in 
the population. In the unlikely event that 
changes are identified due to operations, 
mitigation measures can be implemented.

•	Monitor existing natural, physical, and 
chemical environments (sediments and 
water quality) throughout the mine life, 
against a detailed study completed in 
CY12, to detect changes that may have 
potential to impact biodiversity. Avalon will 
correct any unlikely impacts. 

•	Monitor effluents to meet or improve 
upon the standards of the NWT and 
Canada to protect the local receiving 
waters and their associated biodiversity 
as the Company enters the construction 
and operations stages. Please see the 
Water Use and Discharge section on page 
35 for more information.

•	 Continue to assess the trade-offs of 
environmental-impact reduction and 
economic opportunities related to roads. 
As per the Feasibility Study, no new 
roads will be constructed as a result of 
the Nechalacho Project, other than a 
short (less than 1 km) road extension of 
the existing road from the Concentrator 

location to the TMF. This road will have 
very restricted and controlled traffic as 
it is fully located within the future Mine 
site boundaries, where hunting is not 
permitted. Other than during the short 
construction period, Avalon does not 
plan to utilize winter ice roads. Avalon 
plans to use air and barge transport to 
service the Mine site. 

•	 Collect site runoff in a sump and direct it 
to the treatment in the TMF to eliminate 
the risk of indirect impacts. 

•	 Participate with other organizations, 
scientists, regulators, Aboriginal partners, 
and community members to ensure 
scientifically defensible and compatible 
monitoring techniques and programs 
are utilized to optimize the value of 
any information collected, especially 
concerning caribou. 

Avalon continued its environmental protection 
training as part of the updated safety induction 
program. This training will be further expanded 
during operations. Project employees and 
contractors will be taught wildlife-related 
practices and strategies, including identifying 
wildlife covered under SARA and IUCN. Site 
policies will require the reporting of wildlife 
sightings to the Environment Department. 
Avalon will also be setting up an alert system 
to warn equipment operators and personnel of 
wildlife sightings in the area. 

Avalon does not make any products which 
may impact biodiversity but has not assessed 
the impact of its products upstream or 
downstream in the supply chain. In fact, the 
rare earths are utilized in an expanding area 
of clean technologies.
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Avalon is committed to the protection of fish, wildlife, and vegetation. Areas of high biodiversity value 
have not been identified near the Nechalacho Project. However, Avalon continues to make significant 

efforts to minimize impacts on biodiversity.  

DESIGNED TO MANAGE IMPACTS ON 
BIODIVERSITY 

Habitat protection is a key dimension of Avalon’s biodiversity 
management strategy. Avalon works to minimize its footprint as this 
will help limit habitat loss and maintain animal movement corridors. 
Avalon will use underground mining methods for the Nechalacho Mine. 
A much larger disturbance would be created if Avalon had opted to 
pursue an open pit mining operation. Open pit mining would have 
involved large waste rock dumps on surface, the large open pit itself, and 
potential impacts from dust, elevated traffic needs, and noise that could 
potentially extend beyond the direct footprint. With underground mining, 
Avalon will not have waste rock dumps on surface once in operation.

Avalon also promoted biodiversity management to the mining exploration 
and development industry through both risk management and biodiversity 
management presentations at the PDAC Annual Conference and the 
Corporate Social Responsibility and Sustainability in Mining Conference.

NECHALACHO PROJECT CLOSURE

Avalon generated or updated the closure plans for the Nechalacho 
Project’s three different sites during FY13.

Closure cost estimates were updated for the Nechalacho Mine and 
Hydromet Plant for the existing site infrastructure should the Project 
not go ahead, as well as the costs for the overall project closure at the 
end of the 20 year mine life, based on the results of the April 2013 
Feasibility Study. Avalon presented overviews of its closure plans during 
technical sessions and public hearing held in FY12. Regulators and 
Aboriginal partners from the NWT participated in these sessions. Avalon 
will continue to engage with its Aboriginal partners on the details of 
these plans. Avalon also prepared a preliminary budget in anticipation 
of future regulatory requirements to financially assure that money is in 
place for closure in the unlikely event the Company is unable to fund it 
directly. Should the Project extend beyond 20 years, the closure plan and 
financial assurance will be updated. 

Closure costs were estimated for the closure of the Louisiana 
Refinery, at the end of the 20 year mine life. To date, there has been 
no disturbance by Avalon at the Refinery site and there are no short 
term liabilities. 

Biodiversity at Other Projects
Of Avalon’s properties in Canada and the USA, besides the Nechalacho 
Project, only Spor Mountain had exploration activities in CY12. No 
impacts on biodiversity have been identified from the program at Spor 
Mountain. The drill sites were reviewed and approved as partially 
reclaimed by the Bureau of Land Management in FY13. An small amount 
of environmental deposit was withheld awaiting complete grass regrowth. 
Avalon will follow up with the Bureau of Land Management in FY14 to 
conclude approvals. In FY13, all other exploration was of a non-intrusive 
nature, and no impacts to biodiversity were recorded.

In FY13, as a result of an increasing interest in the lithium petalite from 
the Separation Rapids ore body, Avalon reassessed the environmental 
baseline work that was completed in 1999. As a result of the SARA 
promulgation since 1999, additional studies were required and 
completed. Of the five possible species at risk identified in the desktop 
study phase of the assessment, only the Little Brown Bat (M. lucifungus) 

was identified as being in the vicinity of the site. Further work, if 
required, will be determined in consultation with the Ministry of Natural 
Resources. Additional baseline work will be completed as part of the 
permitting process to validate the previous environmental impact study, 
should the project proceed further.

All of Avalon’s other projects are in exploration or early development 
stages with little exploration and development activities during the 
Reporting Period. Any site disturbances during the Report Period were 
fully rehabilitated upon leaving the sites and there are no further 
requirements or liabilities. 
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SUSTAINABILITY PAYS OFF IN 
SURPRISING WAYS
In 2009, as part of its early sustainability initiatives, Avalon began experimenting with the 
use of renewable energy through solar panels and battery bank power at the Nechalacho 
camp. The original objectives of this initiative were to reduce the consumption of diesel 
fuel and associated greenhouse gas production, as well as to learn how to utilize solar 
power renewable energy in a semi-remote camp setting in a challenging climate. The small 
experimental system was not designed to replace the diesel powered electric generators. 

By charging batteries with excess diesel power and solar power, this enabled the diesel 
powered electric generator to be periodically shut down while the camp ran on batteries. 
Immediate benefits were realized in a small reduction of diesel use, especially during 
periods of non-peak or relatively low power use at the camp.

As part of Avalon’s energy use reporting, diesel was identified as the largest source of 
energy generation and associated greenhouse gas emission at the camp. A review of 
where diesel is used was completed in order to target where energy efficiency initiatives 
would have the greatest benefit. Camp heating was identified as one of the larger uses 
of diesel at site. Options to use more efficient camp heaters in the tents have been 
previously met with failure, as new advanced energy efficient heaters required a small 
power supply to run them. In the event of a failure of the camp’s diesel powered electric 
generator, these heaters would also fail to operate. In the freezing temperatures of the 
NWT winters, this represented an unacceptable safety risk. 

While not one of the original objectives of the solar panel power generation experiment, 
it was later realized that one of the benefits of solar power was the rechargeable 
battery system back-up power supply to the diesel generator. Once the battery system 
was operating reliably, this allowed the installation and use of the new and energy 
efficient heaters. These new heaters reduced diesel use and associated heating 
costs by 90%, and resulted in a payback of less than two months. The savings 
continue in terms of heating costs, energy use, safety risk reduction and people-
power savings due to the reduction in handling of heavy barrels of diesel and 
the environmental benefits in reducing greenhouse gas production.

While some consider sustainability a cost, Avalon views it as an 
opportunity. And one that often pays off in surprising ways.

Solar panel unit at the Nechalacho exploration camp
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ECONOMICS

Value and prosperity for Communities and the Company

Nechalacho camp employee, Mickey 
Lafferty, loads core boxes built for 
Avalon by the Deninu K’ue Development 
Corporation of Fort Resolution 
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ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE AND CONTRIBUTIONS 

Avalon is focused on creating shareholder value and community prosperity through 
the development of scalable, multi-generational projects while remaining committed to 
sustainable development. During the Reporting Period, the majority of the Avalon’s efforts 
were focused on the completion of a Feasibility Study for the Nechalacho Project. 

During the course of FY12, Avalon invested over $45 million in expenditures, of which 
approximately $32.9 million was capitalized expenditures on exploration and evaluation 
of assets, and property, plant, and equipment. Comparable numbers for FY13 were $28 
million total spent, with $19 million of that number being capitalized expenditures. The 
non-capitalized expenditures in each year were directed towards employee and contractor 
employment (salaries, benefits, and stock based compensation), corporate donations, 
corporate and administrative expenses, and general exploration expenses. Table 6 provides 
both a summarized FY12 and FY13 Income Statement, which was prepared in accordance 
with International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”). The table contained in Avalon’s 
2011 Sustainability Report was prepared in accordance with Canadian generally accepted 
accounting principles (“GAAP”) prior to the Company’s transition to IFRS. The comparative 
figures for FY11 presented in Table 4 have been adjusted to comply with IFRS. Detailed 
information regarding the Company’s financial performance can be found in the Financial 
Statements available on sedar.com. 

As Avalon is still in the exploration and development phase, the Company’s only revenue 
came from interest income. In FY12 Avalon recognized a net loss of $11,152,154 on 
revenue of $1,105,731, while in FY13 a net loss of $11,199,164 was generated on revenue 
of $374,281. In FY13, Avalon received a research and development grant of $40,000 from 
the National Research Council of Canada for a project entitled Improving Rare Earth and 
Rare Metal Recovery: Investigation and Planning. 

Table 4: Economic Value Generated and Distributed

FY13 
(IFRS)

FY12  
(IFRS)

FY11 
(Adjusted to IFRS)

Revenue $ $ $

Interest 374,281 1,105,731 605,142

Expenses 11,591,554 12,303,288 9,367,110

Loss from Operations (11,217,273) (11,197,557) (8,761,968)

Foreign Exchange Gain 18,109 45,363 52,208

Net Loss for the Year (11,199,164) (11,152,194) (8,709,760)

Donations 
Avalon contributes its time and money to community-based initiatives in the areas of 
education, health and safety, skills training, the environment, and arts and culture. Avalon 
believes that its corporate giving is proportionate to its size, noting that Avalon currently 
does not have any operating mines nor is revenue generating. In keeping with the Company’s 
donation policy, one time limits of $1,000 are in place; however, larger amounts may be 
donated with the approval of senior management and the CEO.

In FY13, Avalon approved 15 donations out of 39 donation requests from the NWT. In FY12, 
Avalon approved 21 donations out of 43 donation requests from the NWT. The amount and 
type of donations are summarized in Table 5. Our efforts to conserve limited resources in 
present market conditions resulted in a decrease in donations in FY13 from FY12.

Table 5: Donations

FY13 FY12

Charitable Organizations $4,540 -

Cultural and Community Events $13,130 $18,875

Education and Conferences $8,428 $20,500

TOTAL $26,098 $39,975

Avalon participated in Rivers to Oceans Day in Yellowknife 
Photo credit: Stephanie Yuill

Avalon donated to the activities during the 
2012 Ekwo Carnival, Dettah, NWT

Mark Wiseman, VP Sustainability, 
demonstrates erosion control at the 

Deninu School to Grade 4-5 students

    CULTURAL CONNECTIONS
Handgames tournaments instill cultural pride and build relationships within 
and between communities. The tournaments attract people of all ages, from 
youth to Elders, from distant communities who may play, watch, or spend time 
visiting. Avalon was pleased to be able to contribute to six handgames events in 
FY12 and FY13. Avalon also sponsored the construction of bleachers for the Lutsel 
K’e Dene First Nation handgames tournament and made a donation towards the 
inaugural Yellowknives Dene First Nation handgames tournament. Both tournaments 
had over 100 attendees.
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LIGHTING UP COMMUNITIES
Avalon’s contribution to the Stanton Hospital Foundation in FY12 was used 

to provide Day-Light Sky lamps to the psychiatry unit at the Stanton 
Territorial Hospital in Yellowknife. The lamps are an effective way to 

help alleviate symptoms experienced with mood and sleep related 
disorders. Using the Day-Light Sky lamps improves sleeping patterns, 

increases energy, and generally puts people in a more positive 
mood. They are manufactured using luminescent phosphors 

made with rare earth elements.

Lynda Strakowski, clinical coordinator for the 
Psychiatry Unit at Stanton Territorial Hospital, 
next to a Day-Light Sky lamp. 

    CULTURAL CONNECTIONS
Handgames tournaments instill cultural pride and build relationships within 
and between communities. The tournaments attract people of all ages, from 
youth to Elders, from distant communities who may play, watch, or spend time 
visiting. Avalon was pleased to be able to contribute to six handgames events in 
FY12 and FY13. Avalon also sponsored the construction of bleachers for the Lutsel 
K’e Dene First Nation handgames tournament and made a donation towards the 
inaugural Yellowknives Dene First Nation handgames tournament. Both tournaments 
had over 100 attendees.

Avalon donated 
towards the first annual 
Yellowknives Dene First 
Nation handgames 
tournament 
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COMMUNITY INVESTMENT 

Avalon planned for an extension of the Nechalacho Project airstrip to allow aircraft carrying heavier cargo to land at the Nechalacho Mine. 
Permitting of the work was completed in 2012 in preparation for clearing of the area. Airstrip expansion will provide community benefits in the 
form of local employment. The airstrip can also be used for a wider variety of activities including emergency use by local business. 

PROCUREMENT AND LOCAL HIRING

Avalon has defined ‘local’ to be a good or service purchased within the 
province, state or territory of each Project site. In order to be considered, 
all vendors are evaluated against the following criteria by Avalon: 

•	 A commitment to health, safety and environment

•	Ownership by / partnerships with Aboriginal businesses

•	 Relevant experience

•	 Solid reputation

•	Meet product and service requirements

•	 Value

Table 6 shows the expenditure breakdown on the Nechalacho Project 
by vendor group in FY12 and FY13, with yearly comparisons from 
FY10. Figure 5 illustrates the percentage of Aboriginal, local, and other 
workers at the Nechalacho exploration camp for the Reporting Period. 
Total expenditures and the proportional percentage dropped in FY13 
because the focus was on metallurgical testwork and feasibility and 
engineering studies (services that were not available in the NWT), 
rather than exploration drilling programs. 

Avalon is committed to preferentially purchasing materials and 
services locally. As Avalon moves from advanced exploration to 
construction and operations for the Nechalacho Project, contracts will 
be given preference by the following priorities:

1.  Vendors from Aboriginal partner communities 

2.  Vendors from the NWT

3.  Vendors within Canada

4.  Vendors outside Canada

Avalon will implement measures to include Aboriginal and NWT 
vendors in the Nechalacho Project. Measures include: 

•	 identifying Project components at all stages of development and 
operations which can support Northern business development;

•	 facilitating subcontracting opportunities for Northern businesses;  

•	 identifying and analyzing possible joint venture opportunities with 
Aboriginal and Northern businesses;

•	 providing technical support and assistance in accessing 
commercial capital;

•	 preparing annual business opportunities forecasts; and

•	 understanding opportunities for involvement need to be identified 
early enough to allow the local companies to prepare so they 
can meet Project requirements and have the best chance to 
participate.

Avalon regularly meets with Northern and Aboriginal businesses to 
understand how their businesses might contribute to the Nechalacho 
Project. These meetings also allow businesses to ask questions about 
potential opportunities associated with the Project. Avalon has worked 
with business associations and chambers of commerce to engage 
with Northern business communities. In FY13, Avalon established an 
Aboriginal Business Registry. Negotiated agreements with Aboriginal 
governments and organizations define businesses to be listed for 
preferential contracting opportunities.

Table 6: Nechalacho Expenditures by Vendor Group (unaudited)

FY13 FY12 FY11 FY10

% $ Amount % $ Amount % $  Amount % $ Amount

Aboriginal Vendors 6% 999,426 7% 2,123,233 14% 2,265,463 16% 1,963,078

Local Vendors 4% 610,138 6% 1,819,914 8% 1,294,550 11% 1,349,616

Other Vendors 90% 14,724,326 87% 26,388,749 78% 12,621,863 73% 8,956,542

TOTAL 16,333,890 30,331,895 16,181,875 12,269,235

Non-Aboriginal
35%

Aboriginal
65%

Figure 5: Workers at Nechalacho During 
the Reporting Period

OUTREACH
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OUTREACH

Engaging and inspiring the next generation

Avalon’s sustainable future relies on the availability of trained and experienced employees and service 
providers to design, build, and run its rare metals businesses. As such, at the local Project level, Avalon works 
with schools and NGOs to encourage students to pursue careers in the geosciences or mining. At the Canada-
wide university level, Avalon delivers lectures and seminars, and supports undergraduate and graduate-level 
research projects. Avalon also encourages students to explore and create cutting edge technologies that 
produce rare metals more efficiently or use rare metals to improve peoples’ lives. Avalon believes education 
builds strong communities.

NWT EDUCATION OUTREACH 

The success of primary and secondary students varies widely within and between schools in the 
communities nearest the Nechalacho Project. Avalon works to encourage positive educational 
outcomes, particularly in the area of science. Educational outreach activities are also a small piece 
of Avalon’s commitment to train and encourage the Northern and Aboriginal workforce. With a 
proposed 20 year mine life, current Grade Four students could potentially become geologists or 
metallurgists at the Nechalacho Project upon graduating university.

Avalon has connected members of its management team – biologists and geologists – with 
elementary school students. These classroom visits target Grade Four students who study 
rocks, minerals, and erosion as part of the science curriculum. During the Reporting 
Period, Avalon conducted hands-on activities in Lutsel K’e and Fort Resolution 
classrooms to explore REE and mine reclamation. In Fort Resolution, Avalon also 
made a career path presentation to Grade Eight and Nine students. 

Local schools know their students well, and can target initiatives that will capture 
students’ attention. In FY13, the Deninu School in Fort Resolution created a 
science lab for its students. A lot of effort went into cleaning and converting 
an old classroom, gathering supplies, and reorganizing schedules so that 
students could take ownership of their new lab. The school wanted to 
purchase robotic kits to spur interest in science, which was a natural fit 
for Avalon’s donations program.

School children from Lutsel K’e Dene School 
gather around Bill Mercer, VP, Exploration 
as he discusses rare earths
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UNIVERSITY STUDENT OUTREACH

Avalon staff continued to deliver lectures to undergraduate chemistry, metallurgy, mining, and geology classes as part of its ambitious 
University Outreach Initiative launched in 2011. Avalon sponsored student projects and case competitions, championed graduate-level 
technical and business seminars, as well as sponsored research projects. The following briefly describes several of Avalon’s Outreach 
initiatives during the Reporting Period. 

McGill University, Mining & Materials Engineering
Fourth Year students assessed the technical, environmental, and 
economic issues of different combinations of ore bodies and 
geographical locations. The ore bodies and locations were based 
on projects now being developed around the world, although 
mismatched in order to differentiate the assessment from work 
already published. These assessments looked at the economic, 
technical, and logistics impacts of geography. Avalon’s consulting 
engineering firm also participated in the projects to mentor the 
teams and provided them with the project assessment and 
management tools to conduct the studies. This program was 
successfully completed over 12 weeks from January to April 2012. 
Avalon also delivered two one-hour lectures on the emerging REE 
sector, REE chemistry and processing, and REE applications.

University of Toronto, First Year Engineering 
Avalon led a series of weekly seminars, under the banner Rare Earths 
– What They Are, Applications and the Opportunity for Canada, as part of 
the required Engineering Strategies and Practice course in November 
2012. Students were assigned readings on REE and were invited to 
make presentations on any REE application they found most exciting. 
The presentations covered a broad range of applications, including 
cancer treatments and powering-lasers for future space travel. These 
seminars were led by Avalon’s Sami Khan and Jaiyi Guan, both of 
whom were hired from UofT’s Chemical Engineering program in 2012, 
and had participated in one of the first Avalon-championed Outreach 
plant design projects in 2010/2011.

Avalon staff sit on the education outreach committee for the NWT 
Geoscience Forum. The forum is the largest gathering in the NWT 
about mining. The committee includes representatives from the NWT 
Teachers Association, the NWT Geoscience Office, GNWT Education 
Culture and Employment, and the NWT Chamber of Mines. At the 2012 
Geoscience Forum in Yellowknife, Avalon sent 500 students home with 
a t-shirt with a “NWT ROCKS!” logo. Students from Behchoko, Dettah, 
Ndilo, and Yellowknife explored their career interests. Having students 
use guidebooks to navigate the tradeshow promoted career awareness 
skills such as navigation, information-gathering, and speaking to 
businesses. Grade Four students also participated in hands-on 
geoscience activities to learn about fossils, earth structures, and 
mineral identification. They “mined” a chocolate chip cookie to learn 
about mineral processing and then they got to eat the “ore”! 

Various NGOs, Aboriginal governments and organizations, and 
educational institutions have asked Avalon to participate in their 
educational initiatives. During the Reporting Period, Avalon participated 
in the following: 

•	 Approximately 400 students and adults visited Avalon’s booth at 
career fairs in Dettah, Hay River, Lutsel K’e, Whati, and Yellowknife.

•	 Ecology North and GNWT Environment and Natural Resources 
host Rivers to Oceans Day, an outdoor education event in 
Yellowknife that celebrates water. Avalon’s station featured a 
fast-paced running game to explain groundwater movements, 
rock samples to understand how water moves through rocks, 
and hands-on model to understand how groundwater is 
considered in tailings management.

•	Deninu K’ue First Nation hosted a Jobs and Training workshop. 
This well-attended event included games and presentations to 
encourage its members to access training and plan careers. Mark 
Wiseman, VP Sustainability, and Bill Mercer, VP Exploration, made 
career-path presentations and facilitated break-out groups. Avalon 
also provided an overview of the types of jobs to be expected at 
the Nechalacho Project and how those jobs fit into the broader 
NWT job market.

(Left) Children learning 
about minerals at the 40th 
Yellowknife Geosciences 
Education Outreach Event
(Right) Grade Four and Five 
students from the Deninu 
School experiment with 
magnetism while learning 
about rare earths
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Table 20: University Projects

Academic 
Institution

Lead Researcher Study Area 

McGill Prof. Kristian Waters Flotation of REE bearing minerals

Queen’s Prof. Heather Jamieson Geochemical controls in environment

McGill Prof. Anthony Williams-Jones Origin of Y-HREE mineralization at 
Thor Lake; Niobium and tantalum 
mineralization at Thor Lake

Western Prof. Brian Hart Effective collector and modifiers for 
Thor Lake; Surface chemical factors

UBC & UofA David Turner Spectral imaging of drill core; 
Hydrothermal controls; Hyperspectral

Windsor Prof. Iain Samson Reflectance spectroscopy

Wilfred Laurier Prof. James McGeer Aquatic toxicity 

University of Toronto, Engineering Science, Energy Systems
Teams of fourth year students analyzed and evaluated the 
technical, economic, environmental and social outcomes of different 
potential renewable energy systems for the Nechalacho Project. 
Each team looked at a wide range of renewable energy options, 
including combinations of wind, battery storage, biomass, and 
diesel, ultimately selecting one system based on their analysis 
of the system’s ability to meet power demand, against economic, 
environmental, and social objectives. These studies ran for 12 
weeks, from January to April 2013.
 
Schulich School of Business
Avalon served as one of the judges at the International Case 
Competition in November 2012. This competition is part of the 
recently-launched MBA in Mining specialty. Avalon staff also delivered 
seminars at the International MBA program and Natural Resources 
Opportunities Club during the year.

Western University, Chemical and Mechanical Engineering: 
Teams of fourth year students were asked to design alternative energy 
systems as part of their capstone design projects. The project ran 
concurrently with that of UofT described above. In the Western case, 
each team looked at a distinct possible solutions, including a biomass 
cogeneration plant which would use wood pellets to produce steam 
and generate electricity, a biodiesel plant as opposed to regular diesel, 
a combined wind and diesel solution, and an energy storage scheme 
for surplus energy generated by wind power.

Graduate Research Studies
Avalon actively supports graduate student research, driven primarily by 
specific technical questions rather than general outreach. Topics for 
study were identified either by Avalon approaching individual schools or 
professors, or by professors or graduate students approaching Avalon.

Graduate student research efforts have been focused on Earth 
Sciences and Metallurgy. Researchers at the University of Windsor 
and McGill University are studying the nature and formation of the 
Nechalacho Deposit. Better understanding of mineralogy is important to 
comprehend the behaviour of mineralization during mineral processing. 
Processing research is taking place at both Western University and 
McGill University, with specific projects relating to recoveries during 
flotation processes. Researchers at Queens University are straddling 
the boundaries of Earth Sciences, Environment, and Metallurgy as they 
address the behaviour of rare earths in the natural environment in the 
vicinity of the mine and processing plants.

Table 20 provides a brief list of research projects conducted at seven 
Canadian Universities over the period from 2011 to August 2013.

Avalon goes beyond supporting specific thesis work. Avalon organizes 
annual Earth Science Workshops — one of the most important 
mechanisms to spread research knowledge. These full one-day 
workshops provide Avalon, student geologists, and professors from 
multiple institutions with the opportunity to make presentations, 
exchange ideas, and debate the science of the Nechalacho deposit. 

The annual workshop was taken successfully to a higher level in 
December 2012. Avalon included metallurgy graduate students and 
professors, thus creating a wider spectrum of ideas for debate. This 
enabled earth scientists and metallurgists to explore the boundaries 
between their disciplines.

Dr. Frank Gu from the Waterloo Institute of Nanotechnology presents Don 
Bubar and Ian London with a thank you letter from the Nano Engineering 
Class of 2016 for supporting the Grand Rare Earth Nano Challenge in 2011

INDUSTRY OUTREACH

COM12 Rare Earth Symposium
Avalon chaired the organizing 
committee for the inaugural 
Rare Earth Symposium at the 
51st Annual Conference of 
Metallurgists (“COM”). The 
Symposium, held in Niagara Falls, 
Ontario in September 2012, 
presented 44 peer-reviewed 
papers from nine countries. The 
program covered a wide range 
of subjects, including rare earth 
mineral and metal processing, 
advanced materials technologies, 
the environment, and recycling. 
COM12 was well attended by 
approximately 200 delegates, 
equally split between academia 
and industrial sector specialists. 
Avalon was subsequently invited 
to chair the 2nd Rare Earth 
Symposium at COM13, which 
occurred in October 2013. 
The COM13 program included 
54 peer-reviewed papers from 
17 countries. The conference 
details can be found at web.cim.
org/com2013/.

Canadian Rare Earth Elements 
Network (CREEN)
Avalon, working with Natural 
Resources Canada and a number 
of upstream and downstream 
REE companies, was instrumental 
in establishing CREEN. CREEN is 
an industry-led, multi-stakeholder 
network focused on supporting 
research and development 
leading to collaborative solutions 
that will advance Canada’s REE 
sector to produce and secure 
20% of the global demand for 
separated critical rare earth 
products by 2018. This network 
is supported by universities, 
engineering firms, national and 
commercial laboratories. More 
information can be found at cim.
org/en/RareEarth/Home.aspx. 

http://web.cim.org/com2013/
http://www.cim.org/en/RareEarth/Home.aspx
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PERFORMANCE

Setting goals and measuring performance builds accountability and drives performance; 
they are the outcomes of who we are and what we do. 

As part of its sustainability reporting, Avalon has outlined internal goals and objectives in 
addition to the MAC TSM and GRI Indicators that the Company measures itself against.

Core racks at Nechalacho 
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GOALS AND OBJECTIVES SUMMARY

The goals and objectives made throughout the Report have been extracted and summarized below. Progress of these 
goals and objectives will be reported on in the FY14 Sustainability Report. Some of these goals are project process 
related and require certain phases and/or preceding-dependent targets to be completed before they can begin. For 
example, hiring of owners team and construction will not start without having secured project financing. MAC TSM 
specific FY14 goals can be found on page 54.

Goals and Objectives Target Completion Date

Ministerial approval of Nechalacho Environmental Assessment FY13

Target of Zero Harm ASAP then Ongoing

Work with industry, customers, and government to advance REE recycle initiatives Initiate in 2014

Release FY2014 Sustainability Report November/December 2014

Secure project financing for the Nechalacho Project 2014

Risk Assessment for Separation Rapids 2014

Enhance and update HSE Policy to Sustainability Policy 2014

Hold Public Meetings with communities of interest 2014

More effective communications regarding radioactivity 2014

Information to Aboriginal partners given outside formal negotiation framework 2014

Draft Criminal Record Policy 2014

Conduct Employee Survey to create baseline for employee engagement and satisfaction 2014

Finalize and implement Anti-Harassment, Bullying, and Violence Policy 2014

Develop a Wildlife Effects Monitoring Plan with input from Aboriginal partners 2014

100% of employees engage in professional development activities to grow capabilities 2014

Reduction of employee turnover to 10% 2014

Improve areas recognized in need of development from Employee Survey results 2014/2015

Transition to GRI G4 Reporting Guidelines 2015

Increase female representation on the Board of Directors 2015

Integrate Financial and Sustainability Reporting 2016 (tentative)

Improve leading indicators i.e. near miss reporting and follow up, inspections and hazard ID Prior to construction start

Social economic agreement with GNWT Prior to construction

Improve supplier and contractor management Prior to construction

Detailed barging plans to be completed and shared with Aboriginal partners Prior to construction

Develop Emergency Response procedures in consultation with Aboriginal partners Prior to construction

Systems to report barging activities Prior to construction

Complete administrative details for measurement of waste management Prior to construction

Hire owner's team Prior to construction

Update Risk Management Policy and Procedures Every three years or upon significant change

Setting goals and measuring performance builds accountability and drives performance; 
they are the outcomes of who we are and what we do. 

As part of its sustainability reporting, Avalon has outlined internal goals and objectives in 
addition to the MAC TSM and GRI Indicators that the Company measures itself against.
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PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

Sustainability Targets and Objectives FY13 Status and Comments FY12 Status and Comments

Document corporate policies and 
procedures. Formalize training. 

Several policies were developed in FY13, refer to Policy 
Framework on pg 13. All future employees will receive 
this.

● All new employees received key policies and a 
sustainability overview from VP Sustainability.

Adopt contractor management systems 
aligned with best practices ● Efforts focused on optimization in FY13. There were 

no new contractors hired and thus no need to further 
develop this in FY13. Some discussion held with NWT 
contractors regarding HSE expectations.

● Detailed HSE, HR and other contractor specification 
documents drafted and utilized on major contracts.

Develop process for prioritizing 
sustainability risks and opportunities 

Maintained the system. Risk assessments completed 
for new projects. A risk assessment on the Nechalacho 
optimizations will be completed in FY14. 

Risk management system expanded in 2012 to utilize 
Bow Tie system for managing key risks was being 
implemented at year end. Regular reviews and reporting 
included in month end reports to management and 
Board of Directors.

Zero fatalities


There were no fatalities. 


There were no fatalities.

Zero lost time accidents


There were no Lost Time Injuries in FY13. Generally 
improved safety performance. Refer to Health and 
Safety, page 20. 

There were six lost time injuries in FY12.

Zero Medical Aid Accidents


This was a new target for FY13 as part of Zero Harm 
philosophy. There was one Medical Aid injury just prior 
to the end of the FY13.

N/A There was no specific target related to Medical Aid 
injuries in FY12. There was one medical injury in FY12.

Implement and use leading safety 
indicators 

An expanded list of leading indicators were 
implemented including risk assessments and hazard 
identification. 

Training and initial leading indicators developed and 
implemented.

Develop and implement emergency 
response capability at the Thor Lake site 

Emergency response plan updated in FY13. Expanded 
the emergency response planning to Separation Rapids 
and East Kemptville.  

Emergency response plan updated in 2012.

Develop Health and Safety targets and 
objectives  

Targets and objectives set and measured.


Targets and objectives set and measured.

Develop Environmental targets and 
objectives 

Targets and objectives set and measured.


Targets and objectives set and measured.

100% compliance with all applicable legal 
requirements 

There were no charges filed in FY13.


There were no charges files in FY12.

Upgrade Environment and Safety Policy to a 
Sustainability Policy 

This is planned for completion CY13/FY14.


Policy drafted, review initiated, informal implementation 
only.

The following summarizes Avalon’s sustainability targets and objectives for FY12-FY13 and the progress of each. LEGEND: 

target has been achieved ● target substantially achieved (at least 75% completed)  target not yet achieved 
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Sustainability Targets and Objectives FY13 Status and Comments FY12 Status and Comments

Prepare and implement a Purchasing Policy


Completed in FY13. Discussions with Aboriginal partners 
regarding supply of services advanced. 

Informal Policies were operational in FY12. Target to 
formalize this policy in FY13.

Continue to assess uranium and thorium at 
all sites and processes 

Additional communications materials developed, 
additional public and stakeholder meetings held. 

Additional pathways assessment completed at Pine 
Point and in all process studies.

Implement a Radiation Protection Plan prior 
to construction

This plan is now scheduled to be developed three 
months prior to mine construction start. 

Construction was not initiated, as such this plan was 
not completed in FY12.

Complete external Sustainability Review 
and benchmark against peers 

Will reassess again during the construction phase.


Jantzi completed review and draft report completed, in 
late 2012. See Sustainalytics, page 17.

Broaden scope of sustainability reporting


Increased the number of indicators by >25%.


Additional GRI Indicators included in 2012 report.

Reduce diesel consumption in camp and 
decrease the gasoline and aviation gas/
meter drilled

Due to significantly reduced activity at site in CY13, 
additional work in this area was not deemed material. 
Should work start, appropriate targets will be set. 

Camp heating diesel consumption significantly reduced.  
Flights (aviation gas)/meter and gasoline use/meter 
decreased 40% and 5% respectively.  

Complete environmental permitting for 
construction at Nechalacho project ● Received positive Report of EA recommending to 

the AANDC Minister that the project proceed.  The 
Company was awaiting Minister sign off at end of FY13.  
Preparations for license applications/acquisition well 
advanced.


Technical review sessions and public meetings held. 
Delays were beyond Avalon control

Continue assessing and implement 
alternative renewable and co-generation 
production and energy storage schemes 

Avalon will continue to assess opportunities for 
energy efficiency and energy alternative studies with 
universities. 

University program to assess potential for renewable 
energy alternatives  (wind, solar, wood pellets, storage, 
and integration with diesel options).

Implement wildlife monitoring and 
protection programs in concert with 
Aboriginal groups and stakeholders.  No 
impacts on SARA species.


No impacts to SARA species identified, several 
environmental management plans advanced and 
plans in place for review with Aboriginal partners and 
government prior to finalizing during the licensing 
phase.


Participated in government/ industry/ stakeholder 
workshops to assist in identifying priorities.  High level 
wildlife effects monitoring plan drafted.  No impact on 
SARA species identified.

Best standards in waste management will 
be adopted to minimize the attraction of 
wildlife, especially predators like gulls, 
ravens, fox, and bears to our sites

Avalon will continue waste management practices and 
work with universities to assess environmental impacts 
of tailings and REE toxicity. 

● Organic waste incinerated with state of the art 
incinerator.  On rare occasions of bear sightings, rubber 
bullets utilized (No predators destroyed)

Adopt best in class community consultation 
policies, plans and practices, including 
establishing formal grievance mechanisms ● While formal grievance policy not in place, several 

grievances have been identified, managed and reported 
on. See Discrimination, page 27.

● Community engagement ongoing.  Formal grievance 
mechanism initiated but not adopted.  No grievances 
in 2012.

Continued engagement with Aboriginal 
communities through leadership and 
community members.  Secure formal 
agreements with Aboriginal governments.

● While two aboriginal groups decided not to support 
the Nechalacho Project in the absence of signed 
Accommodation Agreements, agreements with several 
Aboriginal Groups significantly advanced during FY13. 

● Formal MOU's signed with two additional Aboriginal 
Groups (in addition to three agreements in 2011). One 
Formal agreement signed. 

Hire for sustainability, including extensive 
training, development and retention 
of employees and contractors with an 
appreciation of sustainability issues


Hiring remained low during FY13. Employee Handbook 
and other additional training materials were developed 
in FY13, see Policy Framework, page 14. 

Induction training expanded appropriate to activity.  
Formal cultural training program development initiated.  
As a result of slower than anticipated permitting 
process, only contract hires were required.

Complete Feasibility Study Sustainability 
components 

Positive Feasibility Study published in April 2013.  
Continued to optimize project, including Sustainability 
areas. 

Feasibility Study well advanced at year end.
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TSM SELF ASSESSMENT 
TOWARDS SUSTAINABLE MINING

TSM Performance 
Indicator

FY14 
Target

FY14 Action Plan
FY13 

Performance
FY13 Action Taken

CY12 
Performance

CY12 Action Taken
CY12 
Target

Aboriginal and Community Outreach

Communities of Interest 
(COI) Identification

AA Formalize and document 
system for stakeholders in 
2013

A Informal system only in 
place at FY13 end

A Review of performance 
completed by Jantzi

AA

COI Engagement and 
Dialogue

A Formally document 
engagement and dialogue 
processes in 2013

B/A Developing engagement 
plans in consultation with 
aboriginal partners.  New 
presentation materials 
prepared for key issues

B/A Increased engagement A

COI Response 
Mechanism

A Document processes 
and implement formal 
complaints management 
system

A Still utilizing informal system 
at FY13 year end

A/B Established monitoring and 
response system informally 

A

Reporting AA Increase presence in COI 
in 2013

AA Improved presentation 
materials, site visits 
and management plan 
consultation. Published 
CY12 Sustainability 
Summary.

AA Completed 2011 
Sustainability Report and 
published a regular newsletter 

AA

Biodiversity Conservation Management

Corporate biodiversity 
conservation policy, 
accountability and 
communications

C Prepare a formal biodiversity 
policy in CY13 and plan 
for implementation for 
construction (2014)

C Focus was on facility level 
planning in FY13

C A/B

Facility-level biodiversity 
conservation planning 
and implementation

B Develop a comprehensive 
biodiversity management 
plan

B Drafted Wildlife and Wildlife 
Habitat Protection and 
Aquatic Effects Monitoring 
Plans. Wildlife Effects 
Monitoring Plan initiated 
at Nechalacho. SARA 
assessment at Separation 
Rapids.

C/B Participated in workshops on 
target organisms, developed 
conceptual Wildlife Monitoring 
Plan for Nechalacho

B

Biodiversity conservation 
reporting

B Implement a tracking log 
of rare species sightings at 
Nechalacho Deposit

B Tracking log in place for 
Nechalacho. Completed 
SARA study at Separation 
Rapids.

C Published a regular newsletter 
in addition to Sustainability 
Report

B

Towards Sustainable Mining (TSM) is a Mining Association of Canada (MAC) initiative to help the Canadian mining industry become more 
sustainable. Avalon’s vision and values are aligned with the Guiding Principle of TSM. The guidance that is provided helps all mining companies 
measure and improve their performance in six key areas of operational performance: Aboriginal and community outreach, biodiversity 
conservation, crisis management planning, energy and greenhouse gas emissions management, health and safety, and tailings management.

Following is a self-assessment of Avalon’s FY12 and FY13 performance in reaching TSM performance indicators, as well as FY14 targets 
and action plans. The levels of performance for each indicator can be found on the MAC website at mining.ca/site/index.php/en/towards-
sustainable-mining/performance-measures-a-protocols.html. In general, levels range from AAA/AA/A being the best to C being the least 
successful, or the indicator has not been addressed or fulfilled. 

http://mining.ca/site/index.php/en/towards-sustainable-mining/performance-measures-a-protocols.html
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TSM Performance 
Indicator

FY14 
Target

FY14 Action Plan
FY13 

Performance
FY13 Action Taken

CY12 
Performance

CY12 Action Taken
CY12 
Target

Crisis Management Planning

Preparedness Yes Update emergency response 
and crisis management plan 
appropriate for all project 
sites.

Completed Completed for Nechalacho. No Established emergency 
response and high level 
crisis plan. Developed and 
implemented a full crisis 
management plan.

Yes

Review Yes Yes Yes Tested crisis management 
plan (simulation)

Yes

Training Yes Yes Yes Tested crisis management 
plan (simulation)

Yes

Energy Use and GHG Management

Energy use management 
systems

C/B Further develop energy 
efficiency in the feasibility 
design.

B Improved energy data 
collection and reduced 
diesel use through solar  
system and other actions

B Reduced energy use at 
Nechalacho

C/B

Energy use reporting 
systems

B Continue progress - limited 
applicability at exploration 
stage.

B Improved energy data 
collections and investigated 
new metrics for exploration

B Completed reporting including 
new intensity targets

B

Energy intensity 
performance targets

C Continue progress - limited 
applicability at exploration 
stage.

C Investigate new metrics for 
exploration

C Developed intensity report for 
drilling

C

GHG emissions 
management systems

C Include emissions 
management in feasibility 
design.

C Initiated development of 
air monitoring plan in FY13.  
Will complete in FY14.

C Continued implementation of 
more efficient diesel heaters 
and assessment of wind, wood 
chip, solar and geothermal 
energy alternatives

C

GHG reporting systems B Develop and test metrics for 
exploration.

B Completed. B Ensured systems engineered 
in feasibility design for 
Nechalacho

B

GHG intensity 
performance targets

C Develop and test metrics for 
exploration.

C Completed. C Reported on energy/meter 
drilled measurements. Limited 
material benefit given no 
production facilities.

C

Health and Safety 

HS Policy, commitment 
and accountability

A Continue progress. A Developed draft HSE 
management plan and 
contractor HSE specification 
documents

A Continued to develop HS 
management systems 
congruent with the growing 
organization

A

Planning, 
implementation and 
operation

A Complete formal 
documented HS 
management system 
implemented in 2013

A Planned for exploration 
well in advance.  Initiated 
construction management 
system.

B/A Drafted HS Plan and utilized 
HS contractor specification

A

Training, behaviour and 
culture

AAA Continue progress. AA Safety formally adopted as 
core value, well developed 
safety culture, improved 
safety performance. 

A Visibly embedded 
commitment to safety and 
health throughout the facility

AAA

Monitoring and reporting A Complete progress. AA Implemented monitoring 
of leading indicators (vs. 
following indicators) for 
exploration.

A Advanced the formal, 
documented and functional 
HS monitoring and reporting 
program

A

Performance AA AA Implemented monitoring 
of leading indicators (vs. 
following indicators) for 
exploration.

A Set performance targets for 
leading and lagging indicators

AA

Tailings Management N/A N/A N/A Not applicable until tailings 
generated 

N/A
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GRI Indicator Page #

Strategy and Analysis

1.1 CEO Statement 3

1.2 Description of key impacts, risks and opportunities 3, 5

Organizational Profile

2.1 Company Name 6

2.2 Primary Products 6-7, 9, 10

2.3 Operational Structure 6

2.4 Location of headquarters 6, 60

2.5 Countries where Avalon operates 7

2.6 Nature of ownership and legal form 7

2.7 Nature of markets served 6

2.7 Scale of the reporting organization 6

2.9 Significant changes during reporting period regarding size, 
structure or ownership

None

2.10 Awards received 8

Report Parameters 

3.1 Reporting period 6, 8

3.2 Date of most recent previous report 8

3.3 Reporting cycle 8

3.4 Contact point for questions 8

3.5 Process for defining report content 8-9

3.6 Boundary of report 8-9

3.7 Limitations on report scope or boundary 8-9

3.8 Basis for reporting on non-wholly owned operations N/A

3.9 Data measurement techniques and the basis of calculations 8

3.10 Explanation of information re-statements None

3.11 Significant changes from previous reporting periods 9

3.12 List of GRI indicators addressed 56-57

Governance, Commitments and Engagements

4.1 Governance structure 11

4.2 Chair of the highest governance body is also an executive officer 11

4.3 Definition of 'independent' and 'non-executive' members of the 
board

11

4.4 Mechanisms for recommendations to the highest governance 
body

12

4.5 Link between compensation for members of the highest 
governance body, senior management, and executives and the 
organization's performance

12

GRI Indicator Page #

4.6 Process in place for the highest governance body to ensure 
conflicts of interest are avoided

11

4.7 Process for determining the composition, qualification, and 
expertise of the members of the highest governance body and 
its committees, including any consideration of gender and other 
indicators or diversity. Qualification and expertise of the highest 
governance body.

11, 12

4.8 Mission or values, codes of conduct, and principles relevant to 
economic, environment, and social performance and the status 
of their implementation

4

4.9 Procedures of the highest governance body for overseeing the 
organization’s identification and management of economic, 
environmental, and social performance, including relevant 
risks and opportunities, and adherence or compliance with 
intentionally agreed standards, codes of conduct and principles. 
Include frequency with which sustainability performance is 
assessed.

12, 13

4.10 Processes for evaluating the highest governance body's own 
performance with respect to economic, environmental and social 
performance

13

4.11 Explanation of whether and how the precautionary approach or 
principle is addressed by the organization

13

4.12 Externally developed economic, environmental, and social 
charters, principles, or other initiatives to which the organization 
subscribes or endorses.

13

4.13 Organizational memberships, industry associations and/or 
national/international advocacy organizations.

13

4.14 Avalon's stakeholder groups 15, 16, 
22-23

4.15 Basis for identification and selection of stakeholders with whom 
to engage

15, 16, 
22-23

4.16 Approaches to stakeholder engagement, including frequency of 
engagement by type and by stakeholder group

15, 16, 
22-23

4.17 Key topics and concerns that have been raised through 
stakeholder engagement, and how the organization has 
responded to those key topics and concerns, including through 
its reporting

16-18, 
22-23

Economic

EC1 Direct economic value generated and distributed, including 
revenues, operating costs, employee compensation, donations 
and other community investments, retained earnings, and 
payments to capital providers and governments.

44

EC3 Coverage of the organization's defined benefit plan obligations None

EC4 Significant financial assistance received from government 44

The GRI Index below is a quick reference of where you can find more information on each indicator we’ve reported on. In some cases where there 
is no more information “NONE” is identified as the page number. We also reference readers to the 2012 and 2013 Annual Information Form, 
Consolidated Financial Statements, and Management's Discussion and Analysis available on sedar.com

www.sedar.com
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GRI Indicator Page #

EC6 Policy, practices, and proportion of spending on locally-based 
suppliers 

46

EC7 Procedures for local hiring and proportion of senior management 
hired from the local community 

24, 46

EC8 Development and impact of infrastructure investments 
and services provided primarily for public benefit through 
commercial, in-kind, or pro bono engagement

46

Environmental

EN3 Direct energy consumption by primary energy source 32-33

EN5 Energy saved due to conservation and efficiency improvements 32, 42

EN6 Initiatives to provide energy-efficient or renewable energy based 
products and services

32, 42

EN8 Total water withdrawal by source 35-36

EN9 Water sources significantly affected by withdrawal of water 35-36

EN10 Percentage and total volume of water recycled and reused 35-36

EN11 Location and size of land owned, leased, managed in, or 
adjacent to, protected areas and areas of high biodiversity value 
outside protected areas

38

EN12 Description of significant impacts of activities, products, and 
services on biodiversity in protected areas and areas of high 
biodiversity value outside protected areas

37

MM1 Amount of land (owned or leased, and managed for production 
activities or extractive use) disturbed or rehabilitated

38

EN14 Strategies, current actions, and future plans for managing 
impacts on biodiversity

30, 39-41

EN15 Number of IUCN Red List species and national conservation list 
species with habitats in areas affected by operations, by level of 
extinction risk 

39

EN16 Total direct and indirect greenhouse gas emissions by weight 32-33

EN17 Other relevant indirect greenhouse gas emissions by weight 34

EN18 Initiatives to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and reductions 
achieved

34

EN21 Total water discharge by quality and destination 35

EN22 Total weight of waste by type and disposal method 33

EN23 Total number and volume of significant spills 33

EN28 Monetary value of significant fines and total number of 
non-monetary sanctions for non-compliance with laws and 
regulations

None

EN29 Significant environmental impacts of transporting products 
and other goods and materials used for the organization's 
operations, and transporting members of the workforce

30

GRI Indicator Page #

Labor Practices and Decent Work

LA1 Total workforce by employment type, employment contract, and 
region

24, 46

LA2 Total number and rate of employee turnover 24

LA3 Benefits provided to full-time employees 25

LA6 Percentage of total workforce represented in formal joint 
management-worker health and safety committees 

20

LA7 Rates of injury, occupational diseases, lost days, and 
absenteeism, and number of work-related fatalities by region

20-21

LA10 Average hours of training per year per employee by employee 
category

26

LA13 Composition of governance bodies and breakdown of employees 
per category according to gender, age group, minority group 
membership, and other indicators of diversity

11-12, 24

LA15 Return to work and retention rates after parental leave 27

Human Rights

HR1 Percentage and total number of significant investment 
agreements that include human rights clauses or that have 
undergone human rights screening

22

HR3 Total hours of employee training on policies and procedures 
concerning aspects of human rights

26

HR4 Total number of incidents of discrimination and actions taken 27

MM5 Total number of operations taking place in or adjacent to 
Indigenous Peoples' territories

23

HR9 Total number of incidents of violations involving rights of 
indigenous people and actions taken

22, 27

MM6 Number and description of significant disputes relating to land 
use, customary rights of local communities and Indigenous 
Peoples

None

HR11 Number of grievances related to human rights filed, addressed, 
and resolved through formal grievance mechanisms

None

Society

SO1 Percentage of operations with implemented local community 
engagement, impact assessments, and development programs

22-23

SO8 Monetary value of significant fines and total number of 
non-monetary sanctions for non-compliance with laws and 
regulations.

None

MM10 Number and percentage of operations with closure plans 41
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Aboriginal People (in Canada)
Descendants of the original 
inhabitants of North America. The 
Canadian Constitution recognizes 
three groups of Aboriginal people: 
First Nations, Métis and Inuit.

Accommodation Agreement
An agreement which outlines 
the business and employment 
opportunities and measures 
to mitigate environmental and 
cultural impacts of the Project, 
agreed to by both parties. 

Baseline Study
The analysis of a current 
situation in order to provide 
comparison data for potential 
changes occurring in the future. 

Benthos
A community of organisms which 
live on, in, or near the bottom of 
freshwater bodies of water, such 
as lakes, rivers, and streams. 

Biodiversity
The degree of variation in 
life forms within a particular 
ecosystem. A natural environment 
containing a wide variety of plant 
and animal species is considered 
an area of high biodiversity.

Corporate Social Responsibility 
How companies integrate social, 
environmental and economic 
concerns into their values and 
operations in a transparent and 
accountable manner. 

Developers Assessment Report
An assessment of the possible 
positive or negative impact that a 
proposed project may have on the 
environment, together consisting 
of the environmental, social and 
economic aspects. Similar to the 
Environmental Impact Assessment 
of other jurisdictions. 

Effluent
An outflowing of water, treated 
or untreated, from a natural or 
human-made structure. 

Feasibility Study
An analysis of the economic 
potential of a proposed project, 
based on extensive investigation 
and research.

Global Reporting Initiative
A non-profit organization 
that promotes economic, 
environmental and social 
sustainability. GRI provides all 
companies and organizations with 
a comprehensive sustainability 
reporting framework that is widely 
used around the world.

Heavy Rare Earth Elements
The rare earth elements europium, 
gadolinium, terbium, dysprosium, 
holmium, erbium, thulium, 
ytterbium, lutetium and yttrium. 

International Financial 
Reporting Standards 
A set of international accounting 
standards stating how particular 
types of transactions and other 
events should be reported in 
financial statements. IFRS are 
issued by the International 
Accounting Standards Board.

Mackenzie Valley Environmental 
Impact Review Board
A co-management board 
responsible for the environmental 
impact assessment process in 
the Mackenzie Valley. MVEIRB 
consists of nine members, all 
appointed by the Minister of 
Aboriginal Affairs and Northern 
Development Canada.

Metallurgy
The study of the structure and 
properties of metals, their 
extraction from the ground and the 
procedures for refining, alloying, 
and making things from metal.

Millisieverts (mSv)
The SI unit used to measure 
occupational or environmental 
radiation dose, also defined as 
1/1000 sievert.

Memorandum of Understanding
A document describing an 
agreement between two parties. 
It contains no legal terms or 
commitments and is often used 
to show intent of cooperation.

Ore
A mixture of valuable minerals 
and gangue minerals from which 
at least one of the minerals can 
be extracted economically. 

Prefeasibility Study
An analysis of the economic 
potential of a proposed project in 
order to determine if a feasibility 
study is warranted. 

Rare Earth Elements
The elements lanthanum to 
lutetium, plus yttrium. 

Report of Environmental 
Assessment
A report issued by MVEIRB after 
detailed examination including 
extensive stakeholder and expert 
input to decide if it is likely 
to cause significant adverse 
impacts on the environment or 
if it is likely to cause significant 
public concern. 

Sustainable Development
Development that meets the 
needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future 
generations to meet their own 
needs. (Brundtland Report, 1987)

Sustainability
A business approach that creates 
long-term shareholder value by 
embracing opportunities and 
managing risks deriving from 
economic, environmental and 
social developments. 

Tailings
Material that is leftover after 
the process of separating the 
valuable minerals from the 
uneconomic fraction of ore. 

Towards Sustainable Mining
The Mining Association of 
Canada initiative that helps the 
Canadian mining industry operate 
proactively, in an environmentally 
and socially responsible way. 
The TSM Performance Indicators 
sets specific measurement 
criteria in six key areas of 
operational performance: 
tailings management, energy 
and greenhouse gas emissions 
management, Aboriginal and 
community outreach, crisis 
management planning, safety 
and health, and biodiversity 
conservation.

Visible Minority 
As defined by the Canadian 
Employment Equity Act as 
“persons, other than Aboriginal 
peoples, who are non-Caucasian 
in race or non-white in colour”. 
The visible minority population 
in Canada consists mainly of the 
following groups: Chinese, South 
Asian, Black, Arab, West Asian, 
Filipino, Southeast Asian, Latin 
American, Japanese and Korean.
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ACRONYMS

AANDC  Aborginal Affairs and Northern Develompent Canada 

AGM Annual General Meeting

Be Beryllium

CCME  Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment

CGN  Compensation, Governance and Nominating

COM  Conference of Metallurgists

CREEN Canadian Rare Earth Elements Network

CSR  Corporate Social Responsibility

CY11  Calendar year 2011 - January 1 to December 31 

CY12  Calendar year 2012 - January 1 to December 31

CY13  Calendar year 2013 - January 1 to December 31

CY14  Calendar year 2014 - January 1 to December 31

DAR  Developers Assessment Report 

DKFN Deninu K’ue First Nation

ESG  Environment, Social and Governance

FY12  Fiscal year 2012 September 1, 2011 to August 31, 2012

FY13  Fiscal year 2013 September 1, 2012 to August 31, 2013

FY14  Fiscal year 2014 September 1, 2013 to August 31, 2014

GAAP Canadian Generally Accepted Accounting Principles 

GNWT  Government of the Northwest Territories 

GRI  Global Reporting Initiative 

GSL  Great Slave Lake, Northwest Territories

HREE  Heavy Rare Earth Elements

HS  Health and Safety

HSE  Health, Safety and Environment 

HSEMP  Health, Safety and Environmental Management Plan

IFRS  International Financial Reporting Standards

IUCN  International Union for Conservation of Nature

LKDFN Lutsel K’e Dene First Nation

LTI  Lost Time Injury

MAC  Mining Association of Canada

MOU  Memorandum of Understanding

mSv Millisieverts

MVEIRB Mackenzie Valley Environmental Impact Review Board

NGO  Non-Governmental Organizations

NWT  Northwest Territories

PDAC  Prospectors and Developers Association of Canada

REA Report of Envionmental Assessment 

REE  Rare Earth Elements

SAC  Sustainability Advisory Committee

SARA  Species at Risk Act

TAC  Technical Advisory Committee

Th  Thorium

TMF  Tailings Management Facility 

TSM  Towards Sustainable Mining

U  Uranium

UofT  University of Toronto
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